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Faculty Senate
acts on proposals
HyJANKTJACOBS
New* Editor
The Kacully Senate voted Monday to
advise University President J.C.
Powell to approve the proposed fourday. 75-minute class scheme for the
1980 summer school session.
The proposal, which leaves Fridays
available for activities such as oral
examinations, student conferences and
committee meetings, was recommended hy John Kowlett. vice
president of Academic Affairs and
Research
The proposed revision would help
save on fuel costs for the large number
•<f commuting students during the
summer term
After
receiving
the
senate's
viewpoints, the proposal will be considered at a meeting of the Council on
Academic Affairs today.
If approved, the proposal will be
given formal consideration by the
senate on March 3.
Powell received the senate's advice
<m the proposal at this month's meeting
since summer schedule materials must
lie sent to Ihe printer by mid-February
Kowlett sited Murray State and the
I'niversity of Illinois as two universities
under such a plan Exceptions to the
four-day schedule will be made for
classes that would not concur with this
plan
"It seems to me the faculty should
examine whether we can do this
without sacrificing teaching." said
Kowlett Tnique courses will have to
lie recognized at the l>eginning in order
to make adjustments "
The difficulty of maintaining student
attention (or such a long duration, the

Average of 100
dorm thefts occur
per semester

regarding of Friday as a free day and
the limited number of trips to the
I'niversity saved were questions
directed against the plan.

*

Another proposal to establish faculty
ranks of visiting instructor, visiting
assistant professor, visiting associate
professor and visiting professor for 1. 2
or 3 year appointments was recommitted for clarification of specific
terms of hiring until the next session of
Ihe senate
After considerable discussion, the
senate asked to see more detail in the
proposal The proposal left out a few
technicalities which would not create
any problems for those who handle the
appointments according to Rowlett. but
which senate members felt might
confuse faculty or those being
recrujted
The proposal to use "visiting" for^
such appointments would help the"
person coming in explain to future
perspective employers why he only
spent a short time at the University,
explained the vice president for
academic affairs and research.
Many institutions are using this rank,
said Kowlett. including the University
of Kentucky "I'd like to see this formalized rather than use an ad hoc
system," he stated. "They don't really
receive an official letter of their official
appointment which we can do with the
visiting' qualification."
Several faculty members questioned
il the time spent in a "visiting" appointment would be counted toward
lenure rank, which Kowlett said was
the general practice, but always an
(See PROPOSAL, page Ml

Easy slider
Jim Whitehead. a freshman from Winchester, found a better way to beat the
snow which has blanketed the University for over a week now. The undecided
major will probably find his cross country skis handy throughout the remainder
of the week, as he continues to take the paths unworn by other students (photo
hv Will Mansfield)

Senate
election turnout poor
K> now \m vi II
Organizations Editor

Fewer than 400 students turned out to
cast their ballots in Tuesday's senate
election
'There was a good effort made by all
the senators to get students out to
vote." said Chris Kremer. Student
Association 1SA1 president, "but the
turnout wasn't loo heavy "
Me explained that although there was
il large number of candidates running
(or a vacancy election, the candidates
campaigned very little: therefore, the
voting turnout was small
The highest turnout was in the
College of Business with 144 ballots
east

Because of a tied vote in the College
of Allied Health and Nursing. Susan
Sherman and Palty Orenman. both
write-in candidates, will oppose each
other in a run-off election next week
In addition to passing a new constitutional amendment and discussing a
new parking appeals system, the senate
saw a motion made by Ron Bates
concerning committee appointments
left on Ihe table with little hope of being
reconsidered
l«ist week. Bates, a representative of

Ihe College of Law Enforcement, made
a motion that the senate consider
selecting student representatives to
serve on various University committees directly, instead of nominating
two for every position, according to the
current policy
Alter heated discussion, the senate
decided to send a committee to discuss
the motion with University President
.1 C Powell
"He gave us his reasons for opposing
it," said Bates. "I don't see any reason
for taking it any further because it
won't go anywhere "
The motion has been tabled so that it
may be brought up at any time in the
future
The senate overwhelmingly voted to
pass a new constitutional amendment
dealing with impeachment. The
previous section was vague on the
impeachment procedures, said Tim
Butler. SA vice president.
Butler also brought up some
proposals that may soon be presented
to Powell and to Thomas Lindquist.
director of the Division of Public
Safety, concerning parking appeals.
Some suggestions that have been
made to the Student Rights and
Responsibilities Committee include

Uuira Cannon, a senior physical education major from
l^exington, entertained this past Tuesday in the Keen

«wi«

leplacing Ihe seven-day. double due
rule, giving students a 50 percent
discount for paying within a week and
allowing students to appeal their
parking citation before paying their
fines.
Hut lor said he felt that the last reccomendation was particularly import.mi
He said that the current
system acts on the principle that the
violator is guilty until proven innocent
"We think a lot of these would be to
the benefit of the students and at the
vamp time not create a backlog in
liarking appeals." said Butler.
The senators elected on Tuesday
include: College of Law Enforcement.
Susan l.ewis; College of Education.
Laura Ilodgin. Nathan White, Sharon
White: College of Allied Health and
Nursing. Carl Kremer. Susan Sherman
and Patty Orenman will compete in a
runoff election. College of Health.
Physical Education and Krcreation.
Richard Miller:
College of Business. Clayljurn
Trowell:
College of
Arts
and
Humanities. James Crowe, Steve
Dempsey; College of Social and
Behavioral Sciences. David Grise. Phil
Fett: College of Arts and Technology.
Charles Fortney. Greg Wicker

Johnson Ballroom as a pan of Women's Awareness Week
activities, (photo by Will Mansfield >

u. JANETJACOBS
I \ v I. l I \i i-iuw
By
News Editor
"Locks are to keep honest people
honest."
quoted John Gooisby.
assistant director of public safety. "But
Ihere are innumerable ways to bypass
Ihem "
The problem of theft in the dorms is a
continuous one at the University, just
as at any other college or university
Over the years, an average of about
100 dorm thefts per semester are
carried out on campus by robbers
ranging from students and janitors to
people not associated with the
University in any way.
Gooisby said that the high number of
thefts can be combatted by being
positive doors are locked at all times,
including trips to the shower or front
desk, not leaving valuables out in plain
view and marking all property.
Operation I.D. is one marking
method available to University
residents which Gooisby urges participation in.
"Students have been extremely
cooperative
in
this
engraving
program." he stated, "but about 60
percent of the property we recover isn't
marked, some of which is never
reported."
A stack of unclaimed, stolen property
verified his words.
Another method of protection utilized
by the University is the changing of
lock cores periodcally.
This summer, all of the cores in the
men's dorms were changed, according
to Chad Middleton. director of Physical

Periscope
Freeh man Mike Fryman, e
champion amateur boxer,
aheres hie inspiration for the
sport on page 6.
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Due to the expense of the project,
about SR.000 for the seven men's dorms,
this is not done nearly as often as it
should be. However, the division
changes six to 10 cores a day in the
dormitories due to lost keys.
"Stealing did get to be a problem in
the boys dorms." commented Middleton "There's not nearly the problem
in the girls dorms "
However, women's residence halls
are not immune to the problem of
thefts. A letter to the editor received
last month testified to several thefts in
Walter's Hall.
Gooisby said that the division of
public safety has been working hard to
solve the problem.
"Probably sometime back last
semester, one of the master keys was
stolen from the mailroom in the dorm."
stated Gooisby "Since that time
several girls have had property ripped
off Whether there is any connection. 1
don't know "
Gooisby was quick to point out that it
is not at all unusual to have master keys
missing. "But you don't always relate
the lost key to the fact that rooms have
been broken into "
From a police viewpoint. Gooisby
said there are far too many master
keys out "But these must be tempered
with the number of people who must
have them" for proper operation of the
t'niversity
Marcia Summers, dorm director of
Walters Hall, said she felt that the
situation was misrepresented by the
letter which appeared in the Jan 17
issue of the Progress.
Summers, in her first year as dorm
director, clarified the situation "The
master
key
was
gone
after
Thanksgiving
vacation
Before
Christmas break, there were no incidents of thefts of any kind "
Since the Monday after Thanksgiving
break. Summers has met at least once a
week with people from Security
(Sea DORM, page Ml

Robert G. Anders

Westbrook's relative one of
six Americans to escape
Kv JANETJACOBS
News Editor
Uirry West brook learned that his
brother-in-law had escaped from Iran
about the same time as the rest of
America
But for him the episode had been a
personal time of worry.
Westbrook's family did not know
where their relative was after
Christmas: he never appeared in the
films taken by the ministers visiting the
Embassy. They surmised that they
either had just left him out of the films
accidentally, or he wasn't there.
Little did they know he had slipped
out the back way. unobserved, as
Iranian militants moved in to take over
the American Embassy in Tehran Nov.
4. 95 days ago
Robert G. Anders. Westbrook's
brother-in-law. had worked for the
State Department for years. Anders, 54.
had been at the Iranian Embassy for
one year of that time.
Westbrook's older sister, Linda
Anders, learned from the State
Department while living in Greece
where her husband was located, but
was under strict orders not to tell
anyone, not even the family.
So when Westbrook and his family
received a call from CBS in New York
City wiling them Anders was one of six
Americans to escape with the help of
the Canadian embassy, they were all
"very happy."
Five of the six American Embassy
personnel were working in the consulate section at the rear of the embassy compound and were able to walk
away when the embassy was attacked.
Another worked in a different building
and was not trapped
They made their way to the Canadian
Embassy and stayed there most of the
three months, with the constant fear on
both parts that the Iranian militants
might discover and try to capture them
Posing as Canadian diplomats, the
Americans fled Iran on commercial
flights, reportedly, using Iranian visas,
forged by the Central Intelligence
Agency.
Jan 28, the Canadian Embassy staff
left Iran as a precaution Following
this. Irans' foreign minister declared
that he expects the U.S. Embassy

hostages to suffer due to Canada's
action
Westbrook. however, feels "great"
about what the Canadians did for the
Americans "Do they need anything or
want anything. I'll be glad to give it to
them." he commented. "They did a
good thing - they took a chance too."
Anders, "the perfect example of the
conservative, quiet, diplomatic type"
according to Westbrook, has been the
spokesman for the small group of
returning Americans
As the senior member, he spoke at a
news conference in Washington Feb. 1.
giving only the bare details of the
escape due to the "sensitivity of the
situation "
Westbrook's sister has also shared
Ihe limelight during the last week and
one-half and she has handled the
situation well, commented Westbrook
She had been living in Greece with
three of their five children until Jan 25.
when she flew to Florida to stay with
her parents.
The Anders' home was in Greece
because the State Department did not
want dependants in Iran, so Anders
would fly back and forth when he could

get away, explained Westbrook
The Anders have rented a house in
Florida and will stay in the country
until he receives his next assignment
Westbrook and his family will have a
reunion with the Anders over spring
break Westbrook has spoken to his
brother in-law on the phone, though not
since the Embassy take-over, but has
not seen him for four or five years
He has been in contact with his sister
many times in the past few months.
Westbrook. in his third year at the
I'niversity following employment with
the I'niversity of Kentucky and
Transylvania University, labeled Ihe
experience "interesting "
"I was glad we had a part to play in
the story, but I'm glad it is all over." he
commented. "I worry about the other
hostages and would like the other 50
families to be relieved too "
The media has picked up on the
Westbrooks' relationship to the Anders
They have received calls from papers
such as The Washington Post. "But it's
their day in the sun," said Westbrook
referring to his relatives, "we're just
out on the sidelines "

Efforts result in
Women's Awareness
Week
By MYRACAl.HEK
SUIt Writer
Efforts by the University's Women's
Interdorm Board and by the staff of the
women's residence halls have resulted
in the sutewide proclamation of Feb. 3
through 8 as Women's Awareness
Week.
According to Mary Ann Salerno.
Women's Interdorm Board president,
the idea for a women's awareness week
began last semester.
Salerno said that the activities would
have been scheduled even if it had not
been officially proclaimed
The University's Women's Interdorm
Board represents approximately 4,500
women according to Salerno. The
Board tried to plan activities for the
week that nearly everyone could

become involved with, she said
The request to the governor for an
official proclamation was mailed to his
office in early January
Salerno said that both Gov John Y
Brown Jr and LI Gov Martha l.a>ne
Collins were "really excited and in
terested" in the idea.
The proclamation, in part, states: "It
is fitting and proper to set aside a
period of time to focus interest on
women as a dynamic force in today's
society, and to provide an enriching
program
about
self-awareness,
careers, service agencies and leisure
pursuits "
Rrown signed the proclamation on
Jan. 22 and in her first presentation of
this type since taking her office. Collins
(See LT. OOV.. page Mil
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Editorials

Persian Gulf holds
key to draft

It's been said that absence
makes the heart grow fonder
That certainly can't be said in
I he caw of the draft, which has
been absent from the American
scene for several sears
Its absence has certainly not
been missed by those whom it
would affect
However, President Carter has
recent!} ordered the start of the
process ol registration, which
means that young men will be
required to identify themselves to
the Selective Service and keep that
agency informed of their current
addresses
With I he needed support from
Congress, this action could be the
first step towards the possible
resumption of the draft
The
first
conscription
of
Americans into the armed services
during the American Civil War.
was not popular and even resulted
in .i number of riots
Since then the draft has been
around to provide the I'nited States
»ith the needed manpower to carry
on with the subsequent wars in
which the country has involved
itself
Though it has never been
popular, a sense of patriotism has
spurred many Americans 10 serve
in ihe armed forces over the years
despite inclinations to the contrary
During times of national crisis
though, it should be noted that
emotions seem to prevail over
reason
The continuing Iranian crisis and
ihe invasion ol Mghanistan by the
Soviet I'nion has caused a national
hysteria to sweep the land that is
reminiscent of the days of Pearl
Harbor
one result, surprising to say the
least, is the minor resistance being
offered on college campuses across

the land concerning the
reinstating the draft
Several reports have indicated
that many collegians are in support
of any efforts to protect what our
government leaders term "our
vital interests" in the Persian Gulf
The possible reinstatement of the
draft would be one measure to
show the Soviet Union that the
I'nited States means business.
However, before the United
States changes horses at midstream, perhaps it would be wise
for Americans to decide if the
Persian Gulf is in fact vital to the
national interests of this country or
instead to the vital interests of the
major oil companies.
Vietnam, at one time, was vital
to our national interests But. after
a long and lengthy war and over
i.i.000 dead Americans, it was no
longer vital to our interests. It
eventually fell to communism
While oil and energy are vital
concerns for the United States and
the rest of the world, maybe it
would be in the best interest of the
country to become self-reliant
Though a policy of isolation may
not be a reality, a resumption of the
world policeman role is certainly
not appealing.
With most of the coal reserves in
the world underneath American
soil, self reliance could not be
considered impossible
American minds put men on the
moon and also developed the
atomic warfare that could take all
men off of the earth permanently
Solving the energy problems of the
country should not be half as difficult
Whenever there is a draft in the
air. a sweater can be put on for
warmth
But. why wear a sweater unless
there j.s a clear and immediate
need for one"

Perspective

Midas fever
It's the Ciold Rush relived The
Silvei Stampede
'I vcrywhere. \mcricans arc-rushiiid to -ell their sterling Miser irays
and silverware, rhese same people
ashing in on their 24-karat gold
.luin necklaces and anything else
an get then hands on, lor that
ier,
C all n madness .
sail it greed.
perhaps
Hui no mailer what sou eall it.
ilii- insane ru-li i- going on vsith no
.nj in -iehi
Recently,
people
have
been
humhai
he . -in shops and
. • JI, J gold dealers to
ihe rx-t pruc* tor their
1
Jed Measures and heir■

1

'iia'- antique -iKer teapot
j down through three generaitnd golden souvenir statues
' ..k Horn a trip lo the
ti in iiddertlv lo»e iheir identities
L-ntirncnial values to become
ash.
n :ntali(> -oon loses out to
Midas I ever" lhal is hckOtmng
.
i-. while people pocket
ones in iheir wallets.
rush lias been causing ihe
become flooded, somc•' i
.:
nding to some experts.
H
mgh ihe prices fluctuate
IIKIII J.IV HI Jay. the prices seem to
>ai ; g a- this new ihirsi for
money spreads quickly by word ol
mouth.
When I iir'i heard ihe news that
«ilvei dollars wire bringing as much
.1- S22 apiece. I goi to thinking that
may he I oughl to cash in my
loins aim,ill. a a student, I could
alway s use the moncv.
Heloie I knew it. |. too, started
showing symptoms ot the "Midas
lever" and soon began inquiring
about several coin shop- and dealers
in ilic vicinity ol my hometown.
I was advised thai there vsas no
better time than ihe present to sell
my silver coins that I had been
keeping in a small collection.
I'm ashamed to admit that
common greed overtook me, as | set
OIII
io cash in niv coins like
thousands ol others.
Iirst. I not on the phone, letting
my "lingers do the walking" in the

plume book. Ihe prices quoied
io me over the phone weren't quile
a-desirable as vshal I vsas told silver
dollars were selling lor.
Ihus. I hopped into my ear, my
meager collection in hand, and went
looking lor a coin shop that a friend
had told me lo try.
I wound upal Ray's Barber Shop,
where the shady-looking proprietor
conducted a little gold and silver
market in the back room which
seemed "oil the level" to me.
Nevertheless, | suspiciously handed him _ my coins (actually, he
giabbed them from me) and let him
examine ihem. He was a fasi-talkei
who made me glad that I had not
some alone.
Ihe man told me lhal although
In- "partner" was not in and even
i hough it was not really business
hours, he would go ahead and oiler
me SI 5 to SI6 for three of my silver
coins. He (old me that the price
varies lor each coin, depending on
us condition.
■\i that remark. I became even
more dubious. I continued listening
10 him speak and eventually he
-lipped up.
He told me that one of my silver
dollars, which had a small hole
punched out ol it, was worth only S5
or So since it "lost some its weight."
He continued, saying that the coins
are all melted down into bars and
then sold elsewhere.
He hesitated and stuttered when
my companion asked him why the
coin would lose so much in value
when the hole in it was so tiny.
As we started to leave. I told the
man lhal I would price my coins
somewhere else and that I might be
hack, He then tried to rectify
liiinselt by suggesting that I "hold
on" lo my coins unless I desperately
needed the money.
I eventually ended up taking his
advice, ai least for the time being.
I've decided that I do not need the
money so hadly and that my coins
are worth more to me for their
sentimental value.
Hies had been handed down lo
me hv my paternal grandmother
who. I am sure, gave them to me lo
t'c.i-urc and Keep, not lo "sash in"
like everyone else.

On local police

editor's mail bag

Progress editorial
defended

More war

lt> CHRIS kKr Ml< K
Cursl Opinion
• Editor's note: The author is the
president ol thr Student \ssociaUon>
The editorial in the Jan. 24,
Progress regarding the Richmond
police echoed the sentiments of
many students.
Throughout the year, many
complaints
concerning
police
harassment of students have been
heard in the Student Association
Office.
Many of those complaining feel
they have been unjustly ostracized
and targeted by the Richmond
police because of their part-time
status as Richmond citizens.
Many of the complaining students
have been jailed on charges of
public intoxication. Ironically, we
hear lew complaints from students
jailed on charges of DUI (Driving
under the Influence). Why?
Perhaps reasonable students realize their potential threat to society,
when, while under the influence,
they arm themselves by taking the
wheel of a vehicle.
But, most students seem unable to
understand (he reasoning behind
arresting those who arc walking
home, minding their own business.
11 has been communicated to me
that the city does not receive any
economic benefits from the $37.50

public intoxication charge at the
iron bar hotel.
I understand the state gets these
funds. If so, why is it necessary to
concentrate on students in the area
of the bars, when the police could
possibly deploy manpower resources
to areas of need and prevent crimes
instead of having to solve them?

This is, I believe, the bottom line
issue raised by the editorial.
It is my sincere hope that the
Richmond police force heeds the
constructive criticism the editorial
offers.
I believe a true professional would
recognize the honest intent of this
editorial and attempt to pursue ways
to improve areas of discontent with
the student population.
A clear, friendly line of communication is needed to mend these
problems. The editor of The
Progress has attempted to open the
lines of communication through his
best available mechanism - The
Progress.
Now the Richmond police have an
opportunity to display their professionalism and constructively consider
the
problems
that
affect
Richmond's largest single community-Eastern Kentucky University
students.

Editor
As the world's attention focuses on
the political turmoil in Iran and
Afghanistan, it appears that, once
again, we are faced with the reality of
international war.
At the heart of our concern, it seems,
is the protection of our "vital" oil interests in the Middle East, necessary to
maintain a standard of living taken for
granted in America and supposedly
envied throughout the world
In these times of energy awareness,
however, one must wonder if there are
not corporate lie Exxon) and political
lie oil-lobby supported congressmeni
forces stubbornly upholding a lifestyle
nf mass consumption that, in view of
earth's limited and already strained
resources, is no longer acceptable
Surely
Russia's
invasion
of
Afghanistan would lose some of its
impact if America, the notorious
glutton of the world's resources for
decades, could turn its nose at the
threat of losing oil.
That alternative appears very
unlikely, since the "powers that be" in
this country seem anxious to persuade
America's population to the notion that
a foreign oil supply is worth bloodshed
It is a sad choice - especially when
the sun. wind and water all hold high
potential as viable energy alternatives
i At the obvious risk, of course, that the
oil companies' record-breaking profits
might take a dip).
If our elected policy makers had
devoted even half of the attention,
money and effort that has gone to the
situation overseas to the development
of domestic energy alternatives,
Russia's threat would surely pack less
of a punch.
As it is, our brothers, lovers,
husbands land probably our sisters,
wives and daughters) all face Ihe
prospect of going to war.
And for what? To grease the wheels
nf the American greed machine? '

War is a terrible price • not for ihe
Pentagon general, not for the
congressman and not for Ihe oil
executive
just for (he average
American
Are the lessons of Viet Nam so far
behind us that we will offer no
resistance lo the warmongers of our
world'*
There has got lo he a lietler way
Sincerely
Terry Taylor

Safety decree
Dear Editor.
My complaint is aimed at those
health-conscious individuals, the
marathon runners who choose to
perform their rituals down Tates (.'reek
Road and a few smaller roads which
lead off of Tates (reek
I am a commuter who lives in a
subdivision on Tates Creek Road and
several times I especially in warmer
weather! I have come quite close to
being involved in accidents which also
would have involved one or more
careless pedestrians
1 consider myself a safe driver In
five years. I have never been involved
in an accident nor have I ever received
a ticket for speeding or recklessness
I simply find it difficult to understand
why runners insist on running either
right in the middle of the road or
dangerously close to the paths of
normal
traffic
without
even
acknowledging the existence of such
traffic unless absolutely necessaryIt is my opinion that these athletes
should take their endeavor" away from
county or state roadways which were
designed for motor vehicle use Instead
they should use city streets which are
equipped with sidewalks specifically
for pedestrians
Though. I am not a runner myself. I
admit that it probably does have its
advantages But I do not need a decree
from the Surgeon General stating that
running down the middle of the road
might be dangerous to your health
Signed. Laura Simansen
Rt IMonticclloAcres

Senate spends
time ineffectively
Bickering is for old ladies and
seemingly ihe Student Senate which
lately appears to be occupying much
ol its time engaged in this worthless
and time-consuming pastime.
Last week, practically the whole
senate meeting was spent quibbling
and arguing on ihe merits of the
present system of student appointments lo the various University
committees,
( urrently. there are 2S University
committees that have voting student
members on ihem. for every student
position on a committee, the
Student Association nominates two
people.
The
final selection
to
the
committee is made by University
President l.c. Powell.
It was the contention ol some ol
ihe student senators last week that
this policy should be changed, so
thai the Student Association chose
directly the student representatives
to the various committees without a
final say-so on the matter by the
University president. Better student
representation was given as one
reason lor this proposed change.
While trying to buck the system
lor whatever reason, it was unfairly
overlooked by some that student
representation on University committees is rare in this state as well as

throughout the country. It does not
have to occur.
It is a privilege that should not be
taken lor granted as a legitimate
right.
Discussion of the topic could only
be called bizarre in the first place,
because no clear and tangent
advantages seem to emerge if the
committee appointment system was
changed from the current policy.
Since the ominous meeting, the
Student Association president has
slated that the motion lo change the
committee appointment system will
be dropped.
Thus, all that has been accomplished is a waste of one senate
meeting, a meeting that should have
been devoted discussing the concerns of the student body.
In the meamime, it might be
wondered as to what is on the future
agendas of Student Senate.

Will ihe topics be ihe needs of the
students ai ihe University or more
nonsense such as the need to change
the rooms or limes of future senate
meetings?
One thing is clear, though, above
all ihe rest. A boat should not be
rocked when ihe sailing is clear.
There's always a danger of falling
off.
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People Poll

News/ Features
Heart Day

How do you feel about the possible reinstatement of the draft system?
Do you think it Is necessary to include women?

dance set

By JACKIE PFEIFER.

Man Writer

K< vin Nally, junior, agronomy. Troy.
Ohio
"The reinstatement of the draft is
necessary because we need to support
our country It is not necessary to include women "

lirti I unipkins. senior, theater arta.
KillIMIIII vlllr
"I think it's inevitable. I don't like the
idea at all but if men have to register
women should also. I just wish there
was no need to reinstate the draft."

Steve Rogers, oophomore. business.
l*xington.
"If they do have a registration for the
draft, my only hope is that there is no
need to put it into effect I don't think
we will actually goto war but I do think
women should have to register."

Shrill llendren. freshman, broad
tasting. Salvlsa.
"I'm against the draft system for
men and women, altogether. I
definitely don't like the idea of women
being drafted I don't want to go to war
and fight but if it came down to it. I
guess I'd have to go "

Billy Dirkersnn. sophomore, theraputir
recreation. Lancaster.
"The draft is a nerve-racking villain.
If the women want to go they can. but
it's really not necessary The United
States should get more volunteers and
people who are roaming the streets If
you are in school they should let you
stay there and not drag you off to war."

By DEAN HOLT
City Editor
A Valentine's Day Dance is scheduled
for Wednesday, Feb 13 from 9 to 12
p.m in the Keen Johnson Ballroom.
Co-sponsored by Student Activities
and Interdorm. the dance will feature
disco music and disc jockeys Admission will be free and no ID is
required
Dan Bertsos. director of men's
programs, said that refreshments will
be available at the dance, which will
mark the first time Interdorm and
Student Affairs have co-sponsored the
event
The two groups did work together last
semester for Stay on Campus Weekend,
According to Paul Barr, treasurer and
programs chairman for Men's Interdorm
Barr added that a dance contest will
be part of the Valentine's dance activities, with participants signing up as
they enter the ballroom Prizes will be
given to the winners, he added
Approximately 400 people participated in the dance last year, Bertsos
said, and accommodations exist for 700R00 people this year
Because of the dance, the talent
showcase which had previously been
scheduled for that night has been
cancelled
Barr said that this dance is the
biggest planned event for Men's Interdorm since the Monster Bash, which
was held last Halloween
Approximately 300-350people attended the
event, he said
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Meihii SOemorr. junior, nursing. Ft.
Thomas.
"Women should not have to register
It would cause too many problems and
they are not physically up to par for
combat The whole thing should have
been avoided Human beings should be
able to get along better.

Todd Day. sophomore, wild life
management. Germantown. Ohio.
"Yes it is necessary to reinstate the
draft in case we go to war. It isn't
necessary lor women to go and fight.
There ;ire many other things they could
volunteer to do other than combat
duties."

l-eifch Ann Howard, sophomore, speech
communications. Frankfort.
"I think it should be reinstated
because it takes a long time to prepare
people to fight and train them for a war
I'm not against women being drafted
but I don't think they should be sent into
combat."

■very So Often

Norman Adams, sophomore, business
management. Los Angeles. CA.
"If things continue over there as they
are, then it will be necessary to reinstate the draft and we'll just have to
sign up. We have to follow our leader,
the president. Women should sign up
also They are the ones who pushed the
ERA."

I.isii Stevens, sophomore, nursing.
M.ii i-mlshin I1
"I'm upset like everyone else But if
the army needs women, we're equal.
we should go. It would be a lot safer if
we built up our army now before it's loo
late "

New facility ready

Courtesy
Donna Beach
Please read this.
Courtesy may be contagious, but
you needn't worry about catching it
as you walk across campus
Although there are several
people on campus who still know
how to say thank you and be
helpful, it appears that the number
is growing smaller every day.
There are people pushing others
in their hurry to get to classes that
they really don't want to get to.
People cut ahead in lines in order
to pay bills that they really don't
want to pay.
There are even some who have
forgotten how to take the time to
smile and say hello to casual
acquaintances that they pass on
their way to their classes. They
want casual acquaintances to
remain that way - casual
Have we forgotten how to take
the time to be polite?
Perhaps we have too many
problems We're so busy worrying
about tomorrow that we don't have
time to be courteous today. Inflation is rising, the draft looms
over our heads and the job market
is tightening
But does that really explain it9
Some of gentlest, politest people in
the world are from the mountains
of Appalachia They may not have
enough to eat. but they thank God
for every loaf of bread that comes
to their table.
The answer to our lack of
courtesy probably stems from the
fact that we have too much. It's the
rare student on campus that
doesn't have a stereo or television
in their room. Most of us even have
cars.
Although all of us have been
known to complain about money
being tight, we're usually worried
about affording the next pitcher of
beer instead of the next meal.
As members of one of the
wealthiest nations on earth, we've
gotten to the point where we don't
think we have to say thank you any
more.
We take life and its abundances
for granted. Because manners are going the

i way of hoop skirts and Edsels, we
have begun to regard people who
are still courteous as strange and
suspicious.
A friend of mine waited at the
entrance of the Wallace Building
last week to hold the door for the
girl who was behind him.
She shot him a look of pure
venom as a reward for his efforts.
Her look said a lot: "I'm liberated
and I don't need you. I'm perfectly
capable of opening the door for
myself and what are you trying to
do anyway, nick me up?"
He was confused and hurt. He
decided at that moment that he
wouldn't be caught holding any
more doors.
I-ack of courtesy is contagious,
too.
I'm not advocating the return of
the days when women were incapable of getting out of cars by
themselves. And it really isn't
necessary to slick out your little
finger when drinking tea. As a
matter of fact, it looks ridiculous.
But is there really anything
wrong in saying thank you?
If courtesy is contagious, then I
wish that there would be an
epidemic If everyone took time to
help a friend, to tell others that
they are appreciated and smile at
strangers, then maybe our
problems wouldn't look so bad.
Being courteous won't make our
problems go away but it can make
life a little nicer. Saying thank you
to a cafeteria worker isn't going to
make the food taste any better, but
may make her day a little brighter.
Offering a friend a lift home or to
the store may not take that much
extra effort, but it surely would be
appreciated.
Although holding doors makes
some girls feel insulted and
helpless, it makes other girls feel
special.
That's what courtesy is all about,
making other peoples lives a little
bit nicer, making their days a little
bit more special. It takes so little
effort and it's usually repaid.
Courtesy is contagious.
Thank you.
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WEKU-FM radio

The Doctor's Bag

moves up, out
By BETTY MALKIN
Staff Writer
"We're moving up." says WEKU-FM
Station Manager Madison Hodges
Only time will tell if WEKU-FM will
be moving up. but one thing is for sure,
it is definitely moving out
For a while, the staff at the 50.000
watt campus radio station was
beginning to wonder if the long-awaited
move into the recently-completed
Perkins Building would actually take
place. But now that a temporary
control room has been completed in the
new radio facility and some of the radio
staff have moved into their new offices,
it looks like the official moving day is
not far away.
Hodges sees the move as a way to
progress and try out some new
programming ideas. Others at the
station are excited about moving,
simply because it means for the first
time, they will have an office of their
own with four walls around it.
Currently, many radio employees
have their desks in the hallways of the
station or in a recording studio causing
a lack of privacy. Those who have their
desks in a recording studio must leave
whenever the studio is needed for
recording purposes.
Also, the present radio station, which
is located adjacent to Model School, is
not large enough to accommodate the
needs of the radio staff which consists
of 10 full-time workers, as well as over
40 student and community workers.
However, the new radio facility
should alleviate these problems. Instead of just two production rooms, the
new facility will have three - plus a
small recording booth for interviews
and a news announcing booth.
The current radio station uses one
semi-large room as a large recording
studio and has a record library, a work
area for student workers and offices for

three full-time employees The new
station will have six separate rooms to
fulfill these needs.
The new facility will also have a tape
storage library, a wire-service room for
the UPI wire machines, and a large
newsroom-complete with telephones,
typewriters, audio equipment and a
television
Not only will there be much more
floor space in the new building, but
almost all new equipment has been
purchased. This new equipment includes three new production boards and
.i custom-built mixer.
Hodges said that he would like to do
much more local programming The
availability ot a large recording studio
will mean that small performing
groups, discussion panels and radio
plays can be taped inside the station
Although there will be many changes
when WEKU-FM moves into the
Perkins Building, the basic station
format will remain the same
Currently, the format at WEKU-FM
includes news and classical and jazz
music Assistant Manager Music
Coordinator I-oy Lee said that this
format is what WEKU FM listeners
want and have asked for
Hodges, who has been at WEKU-FM
less than one month, said that he is
already impressed with the station, but
he is looking forward to even better
things when the station moves into the
new radio facility.
"Generally, this station operates
extremely well," says Hodges "I don't
think people realize what a tremendous
facility we've got for this area. Public
radio has really been booming "
He added, "I've been extremely
impressed with the capabilities of the
people who work here. I don't think in
the past they've had the physical
equipment to work with, but this
building should alleviate the problem '.'

Madison Hodges
new general manager
Madison Hodges has been named
general manager of WEKU-FM, a
50,000-watt National Public Radio affiliate serving the Richmond-Lexington
area and operated by the University
Hodges, a native of Pine Bluff. Ark.,
holds degrees from the University of
Missouri School of Journalism and the
University of Arkansas. He was the
state capitol correspondent and
weekend anchorman for KTHV-TV in
Little Rock from 1973 until 1976.
He also served as an adjunct instructor of journalism at the University

of Arkansas at Little Kock and as public
relations counselor for the Arkansas
Symphony Orchestra
Hodges has worked as a newsman for
other stations in Arkansas and
Missouri. He is a member of the Society
of Professional Journalists. Sigma
Delta Chi. Radio-Television News
Directors Association and the National
Association of Educational Broad
casters.
Before coming to WEKU-FM Hodges
was manager of KLRE-FM in Little
Rock. He now lives in I-exington

TTie Office of Career Development
and Placement will be conducting "how
to" workshops to help prospective job
seekers sharpen up their job seeking
techniques The workshops are free and
open to all students
I. How to Organize a Job Campaign
Tue.. Feb. 12. 1:41 p.m. Kennamer
Koom
Wed.. Feb. 13. 4:45 p.m. Jaggers
Koom
II. How to Prepare for Effective Interviewing
Tue.. Feb. 19. 4:45 p.m. Kennamer
Koom
Wed.. Feb. 20. 4:45 p.m. Kennamer
Room
III. How to Prepare Your Resume and
Other Job Campaign Correspondence
Tue.. Feb. 26. 1:45 p.m. Kennamer
Koom
Wed.. Feb. 27. 4:45 p.m. Kennamer

Medical news
Colas Raymond M.O.
I have reported on stupid and
dishonest behavior by a number of
health branches of government
several times in this eolumn.
Now it's time to mention that any
of us plain, ordinary humans can act
like monumental asses. I don't think
"medicine" is as corrupt and
dishonest as the "feds" are in health
matters, but here are some pretty
silly excerpts from the medical news
organs (written lor doctors, by the
way).
i
"Women With Impaired Cardiac
Ability May He I aparoscop) Risks"
says one heading. In view of the fact
I hat laparoscopy is done with the
shoulders lower than the hips, and
usually under anaesthesia, it is
hardly earth-shaking to learn that
with the intestines dumped on the
diaphragm which then sits on the
heart, injured hearts have a pretty
lough time of it - lor heaven's sake!
"Anxict) Worse Near Term" is
another column head. They make
Ihc point that the closer a woman
comes lo labor and delivery, the
more uptight she tends to be. How
utterly astounding! Who would
have guessed it!
The next finding is going to make
you absolutely ligid with astonishment. "Teen's Age. Sex Keys in
Exam-C haperonc Choice."
Ihc
lead sentence goes. "A teenager's
age and sex should be considered
when selecting a chaperonc for
physical examination that includes
examination of the genitalia."
It goes on to say that young girls
prefer to have a female present when
being examined by a strange male
doctor. Aw, shucks, gosh fellers,
doesn't it all seem just the least liny
bit OBVIOUS?
Talking of obvious, here's another.
Sedated I ess, Alen O.K.
Outpatients Exit Sooner." This
article gives a medical insight that is
simply shattering in its radical

profundity.
When minor outpatient surgery is
done, (he less sedation, the patients
are given, the sooner it wears off.
Hippocrates,
move over! This
article by the way, look 17 and
one-hall column inches to make its

point.
Then there arc a couple of
super - heavy fundings about coronary heart attacks. Those are the
attacks where there is obstruction to
the Iree Mow ot blood through the
coronary arteries lo the hearl
muscle. " lake Aim At Coronary
Spasm As Major Contributor To
Mi's" (M.I. means death ol heart
muscle).
Do you gel it? 11 the coronary
ariery goes into a spasm, it gets
NARROWER, don't you see and
lhen the blood How is reduced and
this is bad lor the heart muscle and
contributes to attacks. What W II I
they think of next?
rhat's not all! Don't go away!
"Calcified Coronary Arteries Portend High Death Risk?" How about
that work portend! Heavy! And dig
that question mark!
That's to create suspense in the
reader. lo put you out of your
misery, the answer is yes - if the
coronary arteries are so hardened
that you can sec calcium outlining
the vessel walls, by x-ray. why sho'
'null,
those
patients
have
a
"markedly high prevalence of
coronary aitcry disease and a low
survival rate." That article only
takes 13 column inches to make a
point that was common knowledge
around the world 50 years ago.
So while I still believe that where
the quality of medicine is concerned,
the I eds arc an unmitigated and
growing disaster, it is only fair to
point out that dunderheaded stupidity is a painful part of the human
condition. It might just possibly
include (not YOU of course) most of
us, including me.
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Placement Pipeline
I.
KMPI.OYMENT
INTERVIEW
PK<M K.IH KKS
1 All interviews will be held in the
Division of Career Development &
Placement 319 Jones Bldg
2 Students who wish to schedule
interviews must sign up IN PERSON at
Ihe Division Office
319 Jones Bldg .
Monday Friday from B a m -4:30pm
3 Interview appointments can be
scheduled after organization recruiting
details are announced in the P.Y.I, or
Eastern
Progress
i Placement
Pipeline'
4 The minimum requirement for
scheduling an interview is the completion of a Placement Data Sheet This
(orm is part
of the Placement
Registration Packet which is available
in the Division Office 319 Jones Bldg A
complete set of placement credentials
is recommended to support your employment or professional
graduate
school search
II. ( AMIUS INTERVIEWS
IMH STRIAl. RISK INSIRERS
Monday. Ken. II
Positions Kield Representatives
Qualifications: BS in industrial
lechnology.
chemistry,
physics,
security and loss prevention, fire
prevention and control, environmental
health and other science backgrounds
Ht RKOt t.HS
CORPORATION
VTI.WTX
Taexdav. Keh. 12
Positions
Assoc
systems con
sultant
Qualifications BS - BBA master's in
computer science and electronic data
processing

INTERNAL REVENl K SERVICE
Tuesda\. Keb. 12
Revenue Agent • BBA Accounting
major or minor - minimum of 15 hours
of accounting
Tax Auditor - All majors - prefer
BBA in business
Most like to have openings in Kenlucky area
Special Agent
Accounting or law
enforcement «ith accounting minor
Internal Auditor
BBA - accounting
Revenue Officer •■ All majors
bachelor's
Internal Security Inspector - All
majors - bachelor's
Taxpayer Service Specialist - All
majors bachelor's
Economist statistician BS - BBA math, economics, statistics
Computer Programmer
BS
computer science. EDP
TIIK PHI OKNTIAI. INSIRAM'E
COMPANY - l.rxington
Tucsda*. Keb. 12
Positions Sales sales management
trainee

Qualifications

BBA

BA

BS

master's interested in sales marketing
career Prefer some business course

background
MARTIN COl'NTY SCHOOLS
lin-Nit:i\ and Wednesday. Keb. 12 and 13
Positions Interviewing all interested
and certified candidates for 1980-81
opportunities in elementary, secondary, special education Special needs
1980-81
Speech Therapist, current
opening Elementary Teacher for
remainder of year plus 1980-81
\OTK
Keb 12

Night interviewing schedule

IS. \RMV RESERVE
Wednesday. Keb. 13
Positions Army Reserve Programs
for Undergraduates and Graduating
Students 1 freshmen - seniors 1
NOTE: Personal interviews can be
arranged in the Division of Career
Development and Placement - 319
Jones Bldg. General information booth
will be available outside grill area Powell Bldg Eeb 13. from 10 a.m. - 8
p.m
WRIGHT - PATTERSON AIR FORCE
B \SE - OHIO
Positions: Civilian careers available
in computer programming, program
analyst, personnel and logistics
management
Qualifications
BA - BS - BBA
Computer science. EDP. business,
management and social sciences
KAVETTE COl'NTY SCHOOLS •
Lexington
Thursday. Feb. 14
Interviewing all certified candidates
tor 1980-81 positions (elementary and
secondary 1
NOTE: Interviews will he in small
groups
St|l ARE O COMPANY - Lexington
Kriday. Keb. 15
Positions: Quality control, industrial
engineering trainees and supervisory
management trainees
Qualifications: BS in industrial
technology
\RMCO
BELLEKONTE
INSt RANCE CO. - OHIO
Tuesday. Feb. 19
Positions: Underwriting trainee
Qualifications
BBA
insurance,
management or other business fields
F & R I. VZARl S
Tuesday. Feb. IsPositions.
Store
management
trainees
Qualifications BS BBA
Business
or Merchandising
KM \RT CORPORATION
Tuesday. Feb. Ill
Positions:
Retail
management
trainees
Qualifications: BA
BS
BBA All
business majors and other majors
interested in retailing career
I'.s. MR FORCE
Tuesday. Keh. 19
Positions
Computer technologist,
communications - electronics, weather,
pilots and navigators
Qualifications Most all bachelors
and master's degree candidates
Special interest in following majors
math, physics, computer science. EDP.
other technical science fields
NOTE: Personal interviews can be
scheduled in Division of 1CDAP1. 319
Jones General information booth uill
lie available from to a m -3pm
outside grill in Powell Bldg
\MKKICW HOSPITAL St PPI.V
CORP.
Wednesday and Thursday. Keb. 211 and
21
Sales • Bachelor's or master's in
business or related areas
operations - Bachelor's or master's
in business - minimum of 6 hours of
accounting
Distribution - Bachelor's or master's
in business - special interest in transportation and physical distribution
Accounting Finance - Bachelor's or

Call
62S-3106

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

^-**S

Wednesday. Feb. 20
Positions:
Assistant
Manager
Trainees
Qualifications: Bachelor degrees in
any business field and other related
major interested in retailing career
CEDAR POINT. INC. - Ohio
Wednesday. Feb. 20
Positions: Summer Employment 1980
Qualifications: Minimum age of 18
and willingness to relocate for summer
to Sandusky. Ohio Housing available
NOTE: Interview times are required
and can be scheduled at Division of
iCMP), 319 Jones Interviews will be
conducted in Jaggers Room of Powell
Bldg Placement registration is not
required for this employer.
I'.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
- CENSCS HI'REAL
Thursday. Feb. 21
Positions: Statisticians, math
statisticians and computer program
mers
Qualifications:
bachelor's or
master's degree in math, statistics,
computer science. EDP. economics,
geography, sociology, psychology and
business
NOTE: All candidates must have" a
minimum of 15 hours of math and
statistics
1 Minimum of 6 hours in
statistics'
GOODYEAR
TIRE & Rl BBER
COMPANY
Thursday. Feb. 21
Positions Retail store management
trainees
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree in
business or other related fields in
lerested in retailing
III.

FEDERAL

SIMMER

INTERN

PROGRAM
The
Federal
Summer
Intern
Program provides opportunities for
qualified, interested sophomores.
juniors, seniors and graduate students
to receive practical experience in some
area of federal government activity
related to their special interest
Information
on
nomination
procedures for internships with the
following agencies is available in the
Career Development & Placement
Office, 319 Jones Bldg Deadline for
submitting credentials for nominations
is March 3. 1980
t'S Government Printing office Printing Technology
Mine Safety and Health Administration
Coal Mining. Business
Administration
Center lor
Disease Control
Chemistry
Office of Personnel Management Political
Science.
Business
Management. English
I' S
Bureau of Prisons Federal
Correction Institution
Lexington'
Case Management. Legal and Business
Interns Total positions <3i
IV. FKI CAMP PLACEMENT DAY
When Thursday Feh 21
Where Keen Johnson Ballroom
Time 9am
Noon and I p.m. - 5
p m

Kentucky Press Association contest

Professors, students receive
awards for articles, photos
By JANETJACOBS
News Editor

Several members of the University
community received awards for
photographs and articles from the
Kentucky Press Association's 1979
production contest.
Kevin Kleine. a journalism major
from Richmond, won third place in the
Best Local Sports Picture category in
the Weekly Division - Class I. His
picture of a gymnast participating in a
meet at Alumni Coliseum was
published in the Madison County
Newsweek.
He also received Honorable Mention
for Best Local Feature Picture
Glen Kleine. professor in the mass
communication department, was
awarded first place in the Weekly
Division - Class I for the Best Local
Feature Picture.

25 % off

Afternoon Buffet

MOV SAT. 11:00 2:30 P.M.

Christy Porter, a part-time professor
also
teaching
photojournalism,
received three awards in the Daily
Division - Class III for photographs
published in the Lexington Herald. She
received first and second place for the
Best Local Sport*. Picture, third place
for Best Local News Picture and

Our oversight...
A story in the Jan 10 issue of the
Progress by Becky Scott used material
taken directly from the Farmer's
Almanac
without
giving
that
publication proper credit Scott had
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contacted the Almanac about using the
material: however, she neglected to
indicate that source in the story. The
Progress apologizes for the oversight

PRIME RIB

623-7759

K

Honorable Mention for Best Local
Feature Picture.
In the Daily Division - Class III. Best
Sports Story or Feature, Gene McLean,
a University, .graduate with the
Lexington Herald, received first place
and Mike Kmhry
a part-time
professor and graduate, received
Honorable Mention for a picture
published in the Sunday Lexington
Herald Leader
Graduate Lea Schultz won first place
for the Best Investigative Story in the
Weekly Division - Class 1 for an article
published in the Berea Citizen.

F0R*4.44

FREE
623-7752

"All You Can Eat"

$Q29

The picture Of an observer at an art
exhibit was praised for dramatic use of
angle and foucs.
Among other courses, Glen Kieine
teaches photojournalism and advanced,
photojournalism for the department
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CALL US FOR YOUR
NF.XT PARTY.
DOWNTOWN WATER ST.

master's in accounting or finance minimum of 12 hours of accounting.

Now. two great ways to charge!
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DOWNTOWN
Shop Daily 9 30 til 5 00
Fn.9 30 til 8 00 Sat. 9 30 til 6 00
Sun. 1.30 lil 5.30

*4.44 EACH
includes entree, roll & potato* and unlimited talad bar
A t participating Stcakhouses.
Ponderosa is open from 11:00 am daily 1

BS
•Southland Dr.
•Russell Cave Rd.
•Richmond, Ky.

Only one coupon per couple.
Not redeemable for Cash.
Void Whore Prohibited
Expires March 1. 1980
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Dr. Ernest Byrn

Professor doubles
as Clown Prince of Magic
By MAI.EENA DOUGLAS
Staff Writer
You could refer to him as a proud
husband and father who's dreading the
thought of giving away "my little girl"
in her upcoming wedding.
You could refer to him as the former
chairman of the Chemistry Department
who still teaches chemistry.
Or you could even refer to him as the
professional magician Eebee. the
Clown Prince of Magic.
While Dr. Ernest E. Byrn no longer
performs to the name of Eebee, the
Clown Prince of Magic, he is indeed a
proud husband and father. He is indeed
a chemistry professor. And he is indeed
a professional magician.
Since the age of 10, when a traveling
magician came through his hometown
of Hustburg, Tenn., Byrn has been
hooked on magic.
He began teaching himself tricks
after his uncle bought him a deck of
cards. "My brother always said my
greatest trick was getting mother to
give me a deck of cards," laughed
Byrn
Interestingly, Byrn is right-handed
but learned all his tricks left-handed.
Byrn does several types of magic,
including ESP and comedy magic. He
prefers comedy magic because any
kind of trick •- situation comedy or
gags, rope tricks and handkerchief
tricks -- can be done.
His favorite form of magic is clubtype, done for medium sized groups. He
also performs more adult-oriented
magic because the adults can appreciate it more than kids.
Byrn uses a tongue-in-cheek approach with ESP because it's more
serious than ordinary magic. "The
people want to believe you, which
means you can get away with it," he
remarked.
"(ESP) is not so much mind-reading

as it is mind control," Byrn said. He
first worked with it in 1950 but really got
into it 15 years ago. "It pays more and I
can carry it all in a briefcase," he
Joked.
Byrn is not alone in his magic act. His
wife, Doris, has assisted him for 27
years. "She's an integral part of it," he
said
The Bym's son, Judson, a
graduate student at Harvard and
daughter Ann, a nurse at Pattie'A. Clay
Hospital, got into the act when they
were younger
Mrs. Byrn didn't know any magic
when her future husband met her, so he
taught her the tricks of the trade after
they were married. "Keeping a good
assistant is important to a magician, so
I had to marry one," Byrn said, adding.
"And she's a good one, too. I wouldn't
trade her for anything."
Byrn. who's been at the University
for 14 years, occasionally uses magic in
the classroom. "I try to make it fit the
class," he said. "It usually puts the
students at ease."
Two of the things Byrn demonstrates
with magic are the atomic theory and
his grading principles.
"You students, now, are just as
different as these three ropes," Byrn
begins his act, describing his grading
procedure by holding up a small rope, a
long rope, and a medium-sized rope.
"But when it comes time for grades,"
he continues, his hands busily working
with the ropes, "you are all just alike."
And suddenly the ropes are equal
size. It's magic.
Contrary to popular belief, Byrn
insists, "The hand is not quicker than
the eye. If you notice, I like to move
slowly." He maintains that the principles of making magic believable are
"sleight of hand, misdirection and not
moving fast."
So you're wondering why Byrn didn't
stick with magic as a profession instead
of becoming a chemistry professor?

"My lifelong, ambition has always
been to teach chemistry. My mother
feared I'd be a full-time magician, but
it's only a way for money," Byrn said,
He further explains that both
professions have similar interests.
"The interests are in the mysteries of
life. Mankind, er womankind . . .
peoplekind have a built-in longing for
the mysterious," he insisted.
Byrn enjoys performing magic
because "there's a bunch of interesting
people in it." he said, pointing out that
he knows an accountant, several
physicians and a history teacher who
are magicians.
The Byrns perform their act either
free - as charity - or with a charge.
The various audiences they have entertained include the children at
Cardinal Hill Hospital in Lexington, the
senior citizens at the four Madison
County nursing homes and former Gov.
Julian Carroll and his guests at the
Executive Mansion.
Probably one of Bym's most
memorable moments was the time he
performed before 1,000 other magicians
at a convention in New Orleans. "Later,
on Bourbon Street, a bunch of
magicians stopped me and said, 'How
did you do that?'," Byrn proudly
boasted of this "knowledgeable" feat
It's been 45 years since Byrn
executed that first trick and for 35 of
those years he's been a professional. He
belongs to the Society of American
Magicians and the International
Brotherhood of Magicians (the latter of
which he was territorial vice president
for six years).
Byrn won the Best Trickster Award
three times from the Thoroughbred
Magic Guild of the International
Brotherhood of Magicians
"Actually, everything I do, any 10year-old can do with 20 years of experience." the proud husband, father,
professor and magician concluded.

Women's swim club organized
Bv JUDY SMITH
Staff Writer
Women interested in recreational and
competitive swimming now have the
opportunity to join others with the same
interest.
Graduate assistant Ray House, who
swam for the Electrifying Eels for four
years, has organized a swimming club
for women.
House is quick to point out that the

club is run by students and his coaching
is to assist those girls who want the
additional help. The Swimming Club
elects officers the same way other
campus organizations do and also has
an adviser to oversee them
The idea for a club began two years
ago when House was a student here.
Although he felt it was a much-needed
club, his schedule didn't permit the
time until now.

The club is holding regular workouts
four times a week, Monday through
Thursday, from 8 to 10 p.m. at the
Weaver Pool
The Swimming Club is more for
recreation than for competition at this
time.
All interested women are encouraged
to stop by the pool during the workout
times to talk with House or other
members.

Ma Kellys * Breakfast
My major is math
My minor is Zen
I know I'm a 9
ButyouftreaM).

Biscuits & Gravy, Two Eggs, Bacon or
Sausage, Coffee,

Especially for
Valentine's Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
your mind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. Jt'll work, because 10's know they
deserve the best.
The FTD valentine Bud
vase is usually available for
less than $10 00 As an independent businessman,
each FTD Florist sets his
own prices Service charges
and delivery may be
additional Most FTD
Florists accept American
Express and other major
credit cards c 1960 Florists'
Transworld Delivery We
send flowers worldwide

Helping you
say it right.

The System for Interactive Guidance
and Information. iSIGIl, available in
the Department of Learning skills, is a
computer program designed to assist
students in making important decisions
concerning their college majors and
possible careers.
Composed of six sub-systems Values. Ixicate. Compare. I Prediction!. Planning and Strategy - SIGI is
now available to any student enrolled
here.
Approximately three hours are
required for the student to complete the
program which is under the supervision
of SIGI Student Coordinator Margaret
1 .;iin- graduate assistants David McFarland. Keith Ko and Karla Vetter
and student worker Jeff McKeehan.
Interacting at a cathode-ray tube
terminal with Eastern's PDP-11.
students examine values, retrieve
relevant
information about oc-

ft Mas What Could Bo Better?
Homo Cooking
Buffet Stylo Also Carry-Out
Lunch Served

9:30 - 4:00

623-3342
North 3rd. Si.

Hearts & Flowers
Bouquet
Valentine's Dai;, Thurs, Feb. 14
Send this beautiful
arrangement or a smaller
one . . either way it
says you care.
SEND EARL Y FOR LONGER ENJOYMENT
Featuring fresh flowers in
our exclusive FTD HeartShaped Ceramic Dish with
lovebirds We can send one
almost anywhere
the FTD
way Call or visit us today We
know how to help you send
your heart and our flowers.

Over 20 states are currently using the
System for Interactive Guidance and
Information. Three states, including
Georgia, are making the system
available for all of their institutions of
higher learning
The only SIGI users in the state of
Kentucky at this time are at the
University of Louisville and this
University. However, several other
state universities are being considered
as SIGI- locations. The University's
system has been available since September and has already been received
enthusiastically by students.
Students who would like a chance to
try out this informative program may
come to the Keith Building. Room 228
SIGI requires three hours to complete,
but the hours do not have to be
scheduled consecutively Students
concerned about the selection of a
major have an opportunity to try SIGI

cupations, formulate plans and learn
decision-making strategies

The system starts with the student's
own
values--the
rewards
and
satisfactions she or he would like to
realize through her or his life's work
The student is asked to consider the
relative importance of 10 dimensions in
the world of work. These dimensions
vary from high income, security,
prestige and amount of leisure time to
variety, independence and leadership
Also included are helping others, early
entry and work in a specific field of
interest.
Over 200 occupations can be investigated through SIGI
Once the
program helps a student locate occupations that fit her or his value
system, several dimensions are offered
on which to compare those occupations

This Year Send Valentine Greetings Through The

HEART-O-GRAM
Page Of The Eastern Progress

Details Page 12

THE LOOK
of the

6:00 -10:00
m

Computer helps students
decide on career goals

$|50
Hash Browns Extra

deserve
flowers.

Part-time magician and full-time chemistry instructor Dr. of Magic." has dabbled in wizardry for the past 35 years
Ernest K Byrn executes one of his sleight-of-hand tricks for (photo by Brian Potts)
the camera. Byrn. once known as "Eebee. the Clown Prince
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Fast/Free Delivery

Oil.tilO/l Free Cokes with
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Archies Upper Crust
263 East Mam Street
Richmond Kentucky

At The
Hairmasters Salon
218 So. Porter Dr.
623-3651
FREE SHAMPOO & STYLE WITH HAIRCUT!
Good thro Jan. 31 with Student I.D.
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Champion amateur Mike Fryman

I
Golden Gloves boxer
credits father as inspiration
By BRIAN RI.AIR
Features Editor

ilnlden Clove* boxing champion Mike rryman. a nauve ol
\lhan>. works IHI ihe bench press machine in the weight
room of the Begley Building recently Fryman is training for

next month's Golden Gloves Tournament
< photo In I lean Molt >

in Louisville

Kits available for graduating
seniors
rS» DEAN HOLT
illy Editor
Information kits for graduating
seniors are now being disbributed
through the i»ffice of Alumni Affairs,
according to Ron Wolfe, assistant
director of Alumni Affairs
Approximately 1.200 kits have been
mailed to those graduating students
u ho live on campus, uhile another 1.000
ixjpies will he mailed to the off-campus
seniors in late Februarv he said
Among the items which the packet
contains is The (iraduatr. a magazine
which is sponsored for the students b>

the Kichmond agency of Fidelity I'nion
Ufe Insurance Company and by Bob
Roberts, the company's general agent
a Richmond Roberts said that half of
Ihe cost nf Ihe publication is provided
l>\ himself while the remaining costs
.ire paid lor by the Richmond Fidelity
1 nion branch
The information kits contain not only
the magazine, but the University's
alumni magazine. Eastern, and the
current newsletter from the office of
Alumni Affairs The kits also contain
information from the Office of Career
Development and Placement

Roberts said this is- the third year
which The Graduate has been sent to
the University's seniors.
In 1978. the magazine was distributed
as part of a pilot program which involved five colleges in the nation. The
Richmond Fidelity I'nion branch was
selected as a part of the program Since
then, the magazine has been distributed
nation wide
•
While the magazine is sponsored by
Roberts and Fidelity I'nion. Alumni
Affairs is responsible for distributing
the publication as part the University's
kit for the seniors

There is
no
fancy
footwork
surrounding Mike Fryman.
But there are a couple of points one
should remember before he is properly
introduced: 1) He possesses a terrible
temper and 2> He possesses a not-soterrible right cross
Be forewarned that when the first
point surfaces, the second is likely to
follow And follow And follow
Punch (Yunch Goodbye. Charlie
At least 30 poor souls who saw both
firsthand know the feeling Literally.
Most may have filed away such experiences under "painful memories "
Yet Fryman, a champion amateur
boxer and a freshman at the University, looks upon his overall record of 30
wins and 10 losses with pride. And he
remembers the shining moments best
"I had two bouts that were the best,
really." he said, recalling Ihe 1977
Kentucky Golden Gloves Tournament
held in Louisville, which he won. "It
was the semifinal and the final In the
semifinal bout. I knocked the guy out.
And the final -1 was so up for that fight,
I don't think anybody could've beaten
me "
Pen bed on the edge of his desk in his
room <>n Commonwealth
Hall's
eleventh floor - with his barbells
several feet away - he talked with the
hint nf a country twang straight out of
Albany, near l,ake Cumberland He
also talked with more than a hint of
competitiveness and love of boxing straight from his father
"My dad was a professional boxer."
he said He was
well. I guess you
(wild say he was an inspiration to me."
Not to mention personal trainer,
chauffer and all-around pugalist parent
not for just one son. mind you. but
two Brother Jeff, a 22-vear-old senior

Or. W. R. Isaacs
and Associates

FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT

Or. C. L. Davis and Dr. D. B. Coleman

Sat., Feb. 9, 1980 7:00 p.m.

OPTOMETRISTS

YESTERDAYS

Announce that they have moved downstairs,
two doors down from old location.

DRAW Your Partner
-^
—..*.:
CASH PRIZE TO WINNER AND RUNNER UP

Complete Visual Service, All Types of Contacts
Baush b Lomb
Soft Lens

In stock

•+

INFORMATION 623-9086

228 W. MAIN
Downtown 623-3358

8:30 5:00

FREE GAME COUPONS
WITH ANY PURCHASE AT
ill I BOX OR BOOKMARK THRU VALENTINES1

MCU-DAT-LSAT-GMAT-GRE &
GRE PSYCH GRE BIO PCAT
OCATVAT HAT SAT TOEFL
HLHTECFUGFLEX-VQE
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of llictfnumb

Pizza <&£j Sandwiches

NDBLD-NPBI-NLE
VtaM Any Cmnlmr And S— For Your—H
NEW LEXINGTON CENTER
1081 SO BROADWAY
233-0737

In the meantime, the sons paid their
dues in the ring, blow by blow, round by
round All was not knockouts and
victories
"Losing was the worst part - and
coming back after we lost." Fryman
recalled "It was sort of like returning
after a ballgame You know, when you
lose, it seems like a long trip back."
Suffice it to say that there have been
few long trips in Fryman's 10-year
career However, even those few have
been paved with regrets
"When you lose a bout, you think to
yourself. 'Maybe I should have trained
harder Maybe I should have done
something different ' Because you feel
you've sort of cheated yourself." he
said.
His last defeat was in a semifinal
match of the Tennessee Golden Gloves
Tournament in 1978. But he is not one to
dwell on past losses, preferring instead
to leave them at ringside
The 19-year-old Fryman is presently
training for this year's Golden Gloves
competition to be held next month
"This year in the Golden Gloves is
going to be different." he said, pointing
out that he will fight in the "open
class," instead of one of the lower
divisions If he wins that, he will eam a
chance to compete on the national level
That's why he's running everyday
That's why he's lifting weights at the
Bcgley Building every night That's
why he pushes himself the way he does
"Winning isn't the only thing."
Fryman's dad told him "But it's the
reason you're there "
He
doesn't
argue
with
this

i
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Crazy Shirley's
For a unique style with zing
>

See Shirley
& Company

Salads

When you 're walking out
you 're feeling good

441 SHOPPERS VILLAGE
Eastern ByPass
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Buy One Pair of Ladies Shoes
at Regular Price and Receive
The Second Pair For Only...5*
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philosophy But hell readily take on
another, with or without his right cross.
Because he believes that boxing injuries, like the judges' scoring, can be
misleading
"I'd say most cases of injuries come
because the person is not in shape to
fight or else he's out of his league And I
think if you look over boxing's history,
you won't find as many injuries in it as
you would in football, baseball or
basketball," he stated
Fryman's statements are not merely
a case of a young fighter shooting off his
mouthpiece He takes them into the
ring in a sense, where he chooses to
wear no headgear
• optional in
amateur boxing
"It just feels funny." he said.
His right cross is a totally different
matter "It's my powerhouse." said the
.Vfoot-ll. 145-pound Fryman
His "powerhouse" and other assorted
punches are delivered in a style similar
to George Forman's or Ken Norton's,
he said Nobody on the 11th floor
wanted to see for sure
"I'm more of a slugger I don't dance
around much." he said
And he doesn't fool around much.
either Especially if someone happens
to insult him Here, he looked hack on
his days at Clinton County High School
to explain
"I had the kind of attitude where I
didn't pick fights." said Fryman "But
I didn't back down from them
"There were a couple of times when I
got into a fight at a basketball game I
remember me and this one guy
we
rolled all over the gym before it was
over."
Then there were the fights with his
in oi tier as a kid. boxing and otherwise
"<ih. we had some hellacious fights."
Fryman said "And mom would say to
niv dad. 'See what you've done to
them'"'"

Jan's Famous
$.05 Sale

Spaghetti rs»& LaHatfna

riiiili Pfftmrnm > timm

Why Wo Mako Tho DHtoroneo

at the University of Kentucky, is also an
amateur boxer
"My dad was like our backer and our
trainer He'd pay expenses for trips
when we had to go somewhere to f i ght."
said Fryman.

623-7154

Shoppers Village Shopping Center 624-2222
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FRIED CHICKEN

The taste that made
the South love chicken
at prices chicken-lovers love
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On Thursday, February 14th
You Send Your Heart, We'll Send Our
Flowers For A Beautiful Valentines Day!
Call Or Stop By Today

Village Florist
125 S. 3rd
Next To Bus Station
623-0340
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FREE CAMPUS DELIVERY
(Order Early For
Best Selections)

ALL DAY

US. 25
SOUTH
NEXT TO
CLARKMOORES
SCHOOL

WEDNESDAY
Regular '2.56 Value

$2° 5
COMPLETE DINNER
Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried

NOW OPEN Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy
Cole Slaw And One Hot Butter-Tastin Biscuit
Our Second
Copyright 1977
Location Eastern By-Pass
Famous Recipa
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Not an average student
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David Grise interns for state
By DON Mt N AY
Stan Writer
Your average college student usually
does not spend his normal semester
working with consumer protection
problems while gaining credit at the
same time. However, David Grise is not
your average college student.
Grise, a senior political science
major from Richmond, was able to
receive 18 hours credit working in the
Consumer Protection Division of the
Attorney General's office
Grise worked through the Administrative Internship Program offered by the slate.
The Administrative Internship
Program allows a student to earn up to
18 hours credit over a semester and a
summer. The student can also eam
between MOO to SSOO a month while
working for any of a variety of state
agencies.
The program is open to any junior or
senior from Kentucky who has a 2.6
grade-point average or better. It involves working for the state and taking
classes two nights per week.
The internship also allows students to
visit a great deal of the state Grise said

that some of the places the Interns
visited were Maxey Flats, the various
state parks, the Red River Gourge and
the Louisville Courier-Journal and
Times.
Grise brought a strong political
background lo the internship. Along
with his political science major, Grise
has served as president of the CIRUNA
Club, and was a member of the Young
Democrats and the Lamba Sigma
Honor society.
Grise has used this experience on
campus. He is currently involved In
helping the Student Senate to set up a
consumer protection program.
Grise said that he served in a variety
of functions while working for the stale.
He wrote press releases concerning
consumer protection and spoke to large
groups - like high school student bodies
concerning various topics in consumer
protection.
Grise also conducted research for
possible legislation and was involved in
public hearings around the state.
Former Attorney General Robert
Stephens, was impressed enough by
Grise to write him a recommendation
for law school.

On the topic of consumer protection,
Grise said that "The biggest problem is
that consumers are generally unaware
of their rights and responsibilities in the
marketplace."
Grise also suggested that "being
skeptical is an important part of
buying. Don't hesitate to ask sales
people lots of questions or to examine
articles closely."
Grise also said that consumer
protection facilities should be used by
more people. "Trained professionals at
the division are glad to give free advice
to anyone concerning consumer
problems." he commented.
Grise seemed to indicate that his
work in Frankfort offered him a unique
experience that few other college
students have encountered
"I consider my internship to be both
my most valuable and enjoyable
college experience," he said, adding, "I
would recommend the internship
program to anyone with an interest in
any of the many fields that state
government is involved in."

King remembered
The Meditation Chapel was the sight of the 2nd annual Martin
I.uther King. Jr. memorial service. Lincoln Bingham was

one of the guest speakers at the event on Tuesday
(photo by Steve Brown)

OPEN FOR
YOUR
CONVENIENCE
9'til?
CAMPUS STYLE
SHOP

Latest Techiques In Unisex Hairstyles
Powell Center 622-4178
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Every Sunday 12 til 5

ALL YOV CAN EAT
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"Special"
Batter Dipped
Chicken Dinner

2"

Free Refills On Drinks
Purchased With This Dinner
Serving Daily Til 7:00 - Sunday Til 5:00

With Cot* Slmw. Potato
HoH Mi Butfr

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center
. To a New Hair Style

$900

8-5 p.m.
Evening by appt.

ANY CUT
WITH THIS COUPON

6234191
Eastern By Pass
College Pa. Shopping Ctr.

Through 2-29-80
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The Army's newly
expanded two-year
enlistment can open
a world of opportunities
and a wealth of experience
that you may just find right
for you. If you qualify for the
special career fields open to twoyear enlistments, you'll automatically
be able to take part in the Army Educational Assistance Program.
You see, the government adds $2 to
every $1 a soldier saves for college.
Plus, in the two-year program, there's
a $2,000 bonus. It can add up to $7,400
for college. Talk to your Army Recruiters
about 2 years.
CALL 623-1270
Bobbins Motel, Hwy. 876
Richmond, Ky.

Join Hie people
who've Joined the Army,
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The
Week
Ahead

Campus Clips
Friend-o-grams
Send messages of love or friendship
or Just say hi to cheer someone
Phi Beta Lambda (PBL). University
future business leaders, will be selling
Friend-o-grams on Tuesday, Wed
nesday. and Thursday. Feb. 12. 11 14
outside the grill. For 25 cents you can
send a message for Valentine's Day on
lovable "Love Is" characters
The messages will be delivered each
day by PBL members. At the same
time you buy the message, you also buy
a chance for your friend to win your
choice of one of sis prizes Local
businesses donated the following prizes
to PBL for the club's annual fundraising project: $7 certificate to
Irongate Restaurant: $5 certificate to
Archies: two passes to the Towne
Cinema: one breakfast at McDonald's:
three sets of two passes to Campus
Cinemas: and a ribeye steak dinner for
two at Ponderosa.
Friend-o-grams are the perfect
valentine gift for roomies, classmates,
favorite teachers, big brothers or
sisters and friends. They are cheaper
than a card and a great way to say "I
remembered you!"

Today. Feb. 7

Women's Awareness Week continue*
and several mini-workshops are being
held in the Powell Building conference
rooms in honor of the event Among the
workshops is an analysis of the ERA
movement by Martha Grise at 2:15
p m In basketball, the Lady Colonels
face George Mason at 5 30 p m and it's
the Colonels vs Austin Peay at 7:30
pm Bothsames will be held in Alumni
Coliseum The movie. 'American Hot
Wax.' will be shown in the Ferretl
KiMim of the Combs Building at 8 and
M ,lo n m

Friday. Feb. 8
The midnight movie tonight is the
"l.ove Story'' continuation. "Oliver's
Story " It will be shown in the Ferrell
Room of the Combs Building
Saturday. Feb. 9
It's KKl' vs. Georgia Tech in the
men's gymnastics meet that will be
held in Alumni Coliseum at 1 p m The
I.id> Colonels take on Murray State at
»' p m and the men play Murray at
■ K \ \alidated I D and a student
■■c«e» are needed to gain entrance to

Job fair
Muscle Man
Mark Monan,. a freshman business major from Louisville,
grits his teeth in concentration as he competes in Keene

Hall's arm wrestling tournament last week Trophies were
awarded to the winners (phot* b> Steve Rrawa)

Sndarv. Feb. 10
i tt f Story is showing at 8 and
. ~
r. :he Ferrell Room of the
rata Building The Newman Center
- .. r>old its weekly spaghetti supper at
► w pm
They request a 75-cent

kmaiion
Monday. Feb. 11
The Colonels oppose South Carolina
^late at 7 in p m in Alumni Coliseum
Days of Heaven is being shown at 7

and 9 p m in the Ferrell Room of the
i "mhs Building
Tuesday Feb. 12
The l.ad> Colonels will be playing
against l/iuisville tonight at 7 30 pm
in the Alumni Coliseum The BKU Jazz
Knsemble will present a free concert at
H w p m in Brock Auditorium
Wednesday, Feb. 13
The t'mversity theatre production,
A Company of Wayward Saints."
starts tonight and will last through
Saturday It will (represented in Gifford
Theatre"at7-30pm "GoingSauth" will
show at 7 and 9 pm in? tat Ferrell
Room of the Combs Building

Students travel to learn
about art
B> MARY II I KM- \
Staff Writer
On"some Thursdav night when you're
making the rounds of your favorite
drinking spots, drop by T Bombadil's.
open your blurry red eyes and notice
the artwork in the front
Curiosity just killing you to know who
drew that, right °
No. it's not
Michaelangelo or OaVinci. but the
members of the Art Student Association
. ASA i
The
35-member
organization
promotes art on campus and in the
community According to President
Steve Dempsey. ASA helps to set up
shows at Giles Gallery and also helps
out with the Student Art Show in May
"I don't think Eastern is even aware

that they have their OWN gallery.
Dempsey remarked.
If one would like to get more involved
in art and in closer contact with art
students. ASA can provide this They
have art sales of original work and have
parties to get to know each other Yet.
the major activity is traveling to cities
like Washington. DC . New York, or
their spring trip to Chicago.
"l-ist year we took a train - Amtrak
for part of the way to Washington DC,
stayed in a hotel for three nights and
roamed
the
art
museums
of
Washington D C ." Dempsey conunued He said that 15 unchaperaned
students visited the Smithsonian Institute. the National Art Gallery and
national monuments

Learn to fly

Dempsey said he hopes that the 30
students will travel to Chicago He
added that he would like to visit the Art
Institute of Chicago "You don't have to
be an art student or even in the club to
go." Dempsey stressed.
Group rates, plus the ASA. will help
keep the price down for the weekend to
Chicago Dempsey said that the expenses are estimated at $130
However, if $130 will hurt your checkbook, the ASA also travels to places like
Cincinnati, or Louisville to visit the art
museums there.
The organization is currently planning to sponsor a t shirt design contest
and have speakers at their meetings
which are held on Wednesdays at 6:30
p.m. in Room 435 of the Campbell
Building

Dr. Marion S. Roberts
Lr^
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Special courses for community
education are opening soon in interior
design and
in grammar at the
University.
Classes in Introduction to Interior
Design will be held Tuesdays, 6 to 8
p.m.. beginning Feb 5. in Room 300.
Burner Building.
This non-credit course, taught by
Karen Shambaugh. home economics
instructor, will cover color schemes,
color psychology, principles of design.
fabric
selections,
furniture
arrangement and design for a specific
lifestyle
The other special interest course,
Grammar: Understand It and You'll
Like It. begins Feb 7 and will be held on
Thursdays. 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room
326. Wallace Building
This course, taught by retired
assistant English professor Jack
Callender. will approach grammar as a
ommunicatioti tool from the viewpoint
of parts-of-speech, sentence-building
techniques and punctuation
To register in these or other special
interest courses, call Alice Brown.
Division of Special Programs. 622-1444

Under '2 Dofars Night^

BONANZA!

CHOPPED STEAK

MM
Includt t baked potatoe or fries,
soup and bread.

Under '2 Dofars Night!
M

RIBEYE M

includes baked potatoe or fneM,
soup and bread.

205% Gen Lane
Richmond, Ky. 8234643

Bring Thu Coupon For A

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

Special courses

at the University is ranked the largest
in this ROTC district, according to
Captain Robert L Hardin. assistant
professor of military science.
He said the 850 University cadets is
the largest number of students enrolled
in anv coil»«e ROTC in the resrion
The I'nivuraltjr'f ROTC enrollment is
one of the largest in the nation. Hardin
added

Stud nts enrolled in an interior
design course at the University will

\T*

Two members of the Department of
Physics and Astronomy, Dr. Karl Kuhn
and Dr. Jerry Faughn, have published
the second edition of their textbook,
Physics m Yoar World. The first
edition, published in 1978, was adopted
for physics classes at some 60 colleges,
selling a total of 11.000 copies. The
publisher
is
W.B.
Saunder*.
Philadelphia

ROTC
unit larae
The Reserve Officers Training Corps

Design
competition

Visual Analysis
Visual Therapy
Contact Lens

Serving Daily Till ? 00 Sunday Till 5:00

PUT YOUR BSN TO WORK.
BE AN ARMY NURSE.

You may learn how to fly in the
national airspace system without
leaving the ground in a special interest
course offered at the University Feb. 4
through May 5. The course. Private
Pilot Ground School, held Mondays.
6:30 to 8:30 p m in Room 525. Begley
Building, will include pilot arid plane
qualification.
federal
aviation
regulations, navaids. weather, theory
of flight and other topics to aid participants in passing the FAA written
exam For details call Alice Brown at
622-1444

Professors
publish text

Eastern ByPm

Call Today for Your Appointment
Mon. - Ffi. 8-5, Sat. 8-1

Every Monday 4 till 7
0<- __
Ol 87

The semi-annual Job Fair, sponsored
by the College of Allied Health and
Nursing, is being nek) Friday, Feb. 29
at the Keen Johnson Ballroom from
930 a.m. to 2 pm.
This is an occasion for senior students
to meet with prospective employers
from a wide variety of health care
agencies. It provides them with first
hand information on what is open in
their field and also provides an opportunity to gain experience in job
interviewing.

participate in regional competition
sponsored by the Institute of Business
Designers Feb 5 at High Point. N.C.
The competition involves the complete
design of a restaurant, bar, lobby and
offices of a motel complex near St.
I .outs, with the University students
designing a restaurant. The winning
work in the regional contest will be sent
to Chicago for national competition.

Coupon Good Thursday
4 - 9:30 P.M. Only

i

I

BONANZA

Coupon Good Tuesday
4 - 9:30 P.M. Only
FREE SOFT DRINK

FREE
DRINK
WITH |
COUPON

Eastam By-I

I

Have A Ball
Roller Skating

*

It's fun & exciting . .. .
no wonder even/one is
roller skating nowadays!

ANNOUNCES MONDAY AND TUESDAY SPECIALS GOOD
EVERY WEEK THRU FEBRUARY £190
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The Arm* Nar*e Corps invites >ou to consider Ike challenging
opportunities now available.

l-RC CHICKEN
1 UNCM
lncluowi2p ittMol chicken
(ragulor or kntpy; biscuit
mo»h«d po •aloes and cole
slow.

C on.idrr working for a nursing staff that rmplo\s only BSN or
higher.

R« gulor Pnc«S2 03
Wr will accept vour applies twin sis months prior to graduation and
can lommixMoa you in the Army Nurse Corps before state board
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Sports

Lady Colonels lose at home
RyJF.FFSMII.RY
Sports Kdltor

Morehead's Michelle Stowers sank
six straight free throws in the final
minutes to boost the Lady Eagles to a
70-«5 win over Easterns Lady Colonels
Tuesday night at Alumni Coliseum
Stowera and senior forward Donna
Murphy shared high point honors for
head coach Mickey Wells with 23 points
a piece Chance Dugan led the way for
the Colonels with IS points and 10
rebounds, both team highs, while
Sandra Mukes added 13 and I-oretta
Coughlin tossed in 10.
Eastern's defense came out stingy in
the opening moments of the game as
the Colonels jumped to a 23-12 lead
midway through the first half.
Morehead closed the gap to 29-24 at the
half
The Colonels extended the lead back
out to 39-29 with successive steals by
Tina Wermuth and Rita Taylor, but the
Eagles closed to within two, scoring the
next eight points and finally tied the

Colonel guard-forward Tina Wermuth,
fires a jumper over Morehead's
Robin Harmon (20) and Michelle
Stowers (23). (photo by Steve Brown)

Remaining
schedules
of OVC
contenders

game at 43-all.
Shooting an amazing 77 percent in the
second half from the field, the Eagles
finally took the lead at 49-47 and the
Colonels could never regain that lead.
The Colonels did have a chance to
take back the lead, when, with 44
seconds to go, Eastern's press forced a
Morehead turnover with the score 66-65.
However, the Eagles played tough
defense and never allowed the Colonels
a shot at the basket. Stowers made the
steal, was fouled and hit two free
throws to extend the lead for good. The
Covington senior hit two more charity
tosses to finish the game at 11 for 13
from the line and end the scoring for
both teams.
Sandy Grieb added eight points for
head coach Dianne Murphy as the
Colonels dropped to 6-14 on the season
and 14 in the Kentucky Women's Intercollegiate Conference. Wermuth and
Joan Gotti had six each, while Taylor
collected five and Diane Johnson tossed
in two.
Robin Harmon had ten points for the
Lady Eagles, now 14-6 overall and 5-2 in
the KWIC

(Top Four Finishers
(lain Tourney Berth)
WESTERN KENTUCKY (6-1 >
Feb 7 - at Akron
Feb 9 - at Tenn. Tech
Feb. 11
at Morehead
Feb. 14 - AUSTIN PEAY
Feb 16 - at Murray
Feb 21 - MIDDLE TENN
Feb. 23 - SOUTH CAROLINA
MURRAY STATE (6-1)
7 - at Morehead
9 - at Eastern
14 - at Middle Tenn.
16 - WESTERN
18 - NEW ORLEANS
21 - AUSTIN PEAY
23 - Open
MOREHEAD STATE (4-3)
Feb. 7 - MURRAY
Feb. 9 ~ AUSTIN PEAY
Feb. 11 - WESTERN
Feb. 14 - at Tenn Tech
Feb. 16 - AKRON
Feb 18 - CHARLESTON
Feb. 21 - at Eastern
Feb. 23 - Open
Feb
Feb
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb
Feb

Men drop three on the road
ByJEFFSMIIJ-.Y
Sports Editor
The wounded Colonels of head coach
EdByhre will limp home tonight to face
the Austin Peay Governors in an effort
to snap a three-game losing streak.
The streak includes the road trip last
weekend which saw the Colonels fall to
10-9 on the season with losses at Middle
Tennessee. Western Kentucky and
Pittsburgh
Although dropping to 3-4 and fifth
place in the Ohio valley Conference, the
Colonels are still in an advantageous
position with regard to the remaining
schedule Six of the team's seven
remaining games will be staged in the
triendly confines of Alumni Coliseum,
where the Colonels have not lost this

Five of those six home games will
involve conference opponents and three
of those opponents-Murray, Morehead
and Middle Tennessee-are ahead of the
Colonels in the conference race.
At Middle Tennessee, the Blue
Haiders employed a triangle-and-two
defense to hold Eastern's James
"Turk" Tillman to a career low four
points, shocking the defending OVC
champs 79-64.
Tillman connected on only one of nine
field goal attempts and failed to lead
the team in scoring for the first time
this season. Bruce Jones took the highpoint honors with 22.
Tillman returned against Western to
score 32 points, but the balanced

'Topper attack proved too much for the
Colonels as coach Gene Keady's club
avenged their only conference loss of
the season with a 74-62 verdict at
Bowling Green.
The Colonels actually hit two more
field goals than did their opponents but
the 'Toppers took 46 trips to the free
throw line and hit 28 of those attempts,
compared to Eastern's 12 of 18 charity
tosses.
The obvious reason for this
discrepancy was that the Colonels were
whistled for 35 personal fouls while the
home club was tagged with only 17.
Western's sophomore center Craig
McCormick was largely responsible for
the troubles of the Colonels' big men.
McCormick scored 22 points, leading

James "Turk" Tillman takes Western's Mike Prince (311 to the board in a
missed slam dunk attempt during last Saturday's game in Bowling Green.
Western's Billy Bryant til) watches the action The Hilltoppers beat the
Colonels 74-62. (photo by Kevin Klelne)
his team in that category, but more
importantly was the one who drew most
of the fouls on the three Colonel centers.
Dave Bootcheck. Anthony Conner and
Dale Jenkins, all of whom fouled out of
the game.
Pittsburgh's Sammie Ellis poured in
10 points near the end of the game to lift
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EASTERN KENTUCKY <3-4)
Feb. 7 - AUSTIN PEAY
Feb 9 - MURRAY
Feb 11 - SOUTH CAROLINA ST
Feb. 14 - at Akron
Feb 16 - TENN TECH
Feb. 21 - MOREHEAD
Feb. 23 - MIDDI.E TENN.

BONUS for first time

PER MONTH FOR
PLASMA DONATIONS

SAVE UP TO 40% ON
I
I

the Panthers to an 80-78 win over the
slumping Colonels Tillman shook off a
•slim start and scored 27 points but foul
problems once again hampered the
Eastern effort.
Junes suffered an injured ankle in the
Pitt game- and his status for this
weekend is still unknown

UP TO

TAYLOR
SPORTING GOODS
$5.00 OFF
JHERI KURL WITH AD

MIDDLE TENNESSEE <4-3)
Feb 7 - at Tenn Tech
Feb 9 - at Akron
Feb 14 - MURRAY
Feb. 16 - at Austin Peay
Feb. 21 - at Western
Feb 23 - at Eastern

623-9517

623-8330

Mon.. Tim., Ttiun. 8 am
Mad. Fri. 8 am 7 pm
Sat. 8 am - 3 pm

9 pm

GEN RAY JEWELRY

30% OFF j.
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Wedding Bands ft
Engagement Ring!
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UNCONDITIONALLY

QUALITY
PIZZA & SANDWICHES

GUARANTEED

SALE IS ON THRU FEB. I6TH.

624-2244
202 S. Third

HOURS: 9:00-5:30 Mon.-Thurs.
Friday 9:004:00
Sat. 9:00-5:00
205 WEST MAIN ST.
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Three Tacos
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MOMENT
624-2427
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TACO DINNER PLATE A combination of several of
our most asked for menu items. (A taco, an order of
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Lady gymnasts swing past Miami
By MONICA KKIKKR
Staff Writer

Freshman Craig Struemng practices a difficult manuever on the rings
Struemng won the all-around competition at the five-team meet at Miami of
(ihio and led his team lo a second place finish in that meet

Men gymnasts cop
second place
II\ lOH. mil I \H
Kriitor
Knstern s men gymnasts did not
bring home ihe learn trophy last
Nilurday after competing in the Miami
i up lnvilalion.il in Miami. Ohio
while Memphis stale University won
IIH' meet w ith a 228 9 team score. Coach
Jerry Calkin's Colonels won Ihe respect
■ if Iheir competition
Kastern finished a strong second lo
Memphis Slate w ith a 210.9 mark easily
outdistancing the other three learns
.iimpeling in Ihe meet
Kastern
Michigan
University
limshed behind the Colonels with a
196 55 score to take third place, while
Miami and Sinclair College rounded out
ihe match with respective marks of
Ifi2 55 and 139.05
freshman Craig Struemng paced the
i uliHiel performance by winning the
tournament all-around title with a 48 05
score Struening's stunning effort
earned him one of Ihe two tournament
trophies awarded at the prestigious
meet
"It was a very good day for Craig
Struening." remarked Colonel coach
■lerry
Calkin
Calkin
praised
Struening's all around performance, as

well as his 9 5 score in Ihe vaulting
iA-ent

According to Calkin. Struemng is a
Ixmifide candidate for Ihe national
competitions in vaulting because of his
consistent 9 5 season average in the
event
(alkin commented that (he squad
was inconsistent on the parallel bars
and floor exercises at the meet
However, he praised some of the in
dividual efforts of Ihe Colonels, including .Ion Caertner's 41.08 all-around.
score and tieorge Gardner's 8.25 mark
in Ihe rings
"I am pleased with our performance
there." said Calkin about the Miami
Invitational, adding that it was by far
the lies! team effort since the first
match of the season.
The Colonels return to action
.Saturday when they compete against
• rt'orgia Tech at I p m in Alumni

< oliseum
Calkin predicted "a very tight meet"
since Georgia Tech has been scoring
consistently around the 210 mark like
the Colonels
"We are working very hard this week
to get ready for that meet." added
< alkin

Ladies Leap Into
A Pair Of Ms.
Dingo Boots

50%

220 E. Main

$

95

I Includes Care Kit)

Hard Contact Lenses
I Spheres, Single Vision)

9800

BRANDS

m)

We have several brands of the leading manufacturers
of soft contact lenses including Bausch and Lomb Softlenses.
Other contact lenses available:
Gas Permeable. Bifocals. X-Chrom Uli'Sr:^!

The Contact Lens Center
mmm

team of Zinn and (ihanayam won by
default over Murray before giving the
highly-rated Morehead team of Leslie
and Nick Lee a real scare. Leslie and
Lee won the Match 6-7. 6-1. 8-4.
Gibspn and Sophomore John Rowlett
were reunited as doubles partners
Friday night but lost to defending
conference champs Persson and Willey
of Murray 6-2, 6-7. 6-3. Gibson and
Rowlett were the state champions at
EKU's Model High School
The Colonels travel this weekend to
Kenlake in western Kentucky for the
OVC Indoor Meet

I $07 East Main

Every Tuesday 4 till 7

S247
Free Refills On Drink*
Purchased With This Dinner
Serving Daily Till 7:00

Sunday 1 ill 5 00

Bring In This
Ad For A
Free Shampoo
HOURS:
Tues.-Fri. 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sal. 8 a.m. - 12 noon
Cosed Monday

Heads Above The Rest

SUMMER JOBS

205 Gori Lane. Richmond, Ky.
1234*43 and B23-4267

Date: Wednesday, February 20
Time: 8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Place: Jaggers Room - Powell Bldg.
Over 3,400 positions available for a wide variety of jobs. Dormitory
or apartment style housing available.

Contact the Career Development

f> Placement Office for information and appointment.

Spend a summer

in one of the finest resorts in the North.

Th# ab'tv* O'tcen do not include examination and 'ttt'ng.
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but lost Saturday to Martin Watts t . r.
3 Swarting was the OVC champ at the
number, four position last year and
Walls was Ihe conference champ at
number five.
Bibbl.andrum and Kurt Heoermann,"
playing the two and four posiflons
respectively, each split their pairs of
matches over the weekend, winning
over Murray and losing to Morehead
Chuck Gibson, playing number six
against Morehead, defeated Greg
Brown 6-2. 6-2 and Rich Vandish
dropped his match at number five to
Murray's Steve Willey 6-4, 6-3.
In the doubles action, the number one

Sandusky, Ohio Will hold on-campus
interviews for summer employment:

Semi-Hexibte
(Single Vision Spheres! A jm t\t\t\f\

I.aura has gradually been working
her way up to four events, competing on
the beam and floor exercise against
Miami." Chrietzberg said. "She's
polishing up her bar routine and
vaulting and hopefully she'll be ready
to go all-around for us at Kent."

CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK

179

Single Vision Spbcrai

I .a lira Spencer, one of Eastern's top
woman performers in the all-around
competition has been recovering from a
sprained wrist and may be able to
compete Saturday in all four events.
«hich would help the team considerably, according to Chrietzberg.

Style Shop

v restaurant

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

We Have A Lense To Fit Your Needs
ECONOMY PLAN
Soft Contact Lenses

Kichmond. saw the only double winner
over the weekend Harris, playing at
the number six position, downed
Murray's Jackie Johnson 7-5. 6-2 and
edged Morehead's Julian Thomas 4-6.64. 7-6 18-6 tiebreaker i at the number
five slot in Saturday's match
The Colonels' number one player.
Jeff Zinn of Cincinnati, Ohio, defeated
Murray's Terje Fersson 6-2. 3-6, 6-4 but
lost a hard-fought match to Morehead's
star Rich l.eslie 2-6. 7-5, 7-5
Number
three
player
David
(ihanayam. the Colonels' highly touted
freshman from Baltimore, Md , surprised Murray's Finn Swarting 6-3. 7-5

I

With Coir Slau. Potato.
Roll a. Bmllrr

623-2341

travel to Kent. Ohio for a triangular meet this weekend
• photo by Steve Brown)

Bobby
Jacks

"Special"
Batter Dipped
Fish Dinner

clothing ft shoes

The learn travels to Kent. Ohio
Saturday for a tri-meet against Kent
State and Kastern Michigan University, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
"Kent State is a very strong team,"
said Chriel7berg "They finished one
place behind us at Nationals last year "

By JEFF SMILEY
Sports Editor
Coach Tom Higgins and his men's
tennis team opened their season last
weekend with a pair of matches against
Murray and Morehead. two of last
year's top teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference
The Colonels took five of six singles
matches and Iwo of three doubles
matches in trouncing Murray 7-2
Friday night Saturday the team suffered a reversal of fortunes as the
Morehead Eagles stopped the Colonels
by the same 7-2 score
Jamie Harris, a sophomore from

ALL YOU CAS EAT

IvenWar

Kim Jenkins, a freshman from Cincinnati, concentrates
during her routine on the balance beam in Saturday's meet
against Miami of Ohio Jenkins and her teammates will

Tennis team splits with Murray, Morehead

Idlngo

OFF

69 Fairs 18 Styles
To Choose From
-Not All Sizes In
Each Style

The steadily-improving women's
gymnastics team easily outdistanced
Miami University of Oxford, coached
by former University graduate and
gymnast Tony Webber. 127 10 points to
108.45 point* in a meet held here
Saturday
"We're coming along really well for
this time of the season," said head
coach Agnes Chrietzberg. "The team is
progressing
very
steadily
and
gradually."
Rhonda Wilkerson was high scorer
for the Colonels, winning the all-around
competition with 32.55 points.
Wilkerson had a good meet in
Lexington last weekend and came back
to repeat that performance this week.
having only one fall on the balance
beam to mar her otherwise excellent
performance, according to Chrietiherg
Kim Jenkins was second for Eastern
having 32.40 points, with Cheryl Behne
completing the Colonel sweep with 32.00
points.
In vaulting. Wilkerson took top
honors with an 8.35. Behne was second
with an 8 3 and Jenkins finished third
having an 8.1
On the uneven parallel
bars
Wilkerson and Jenkins tied for first
place, both posting an 8.0.
"The bars were our worst event."
explained Chrietzberg "But Miami had
a bad time with them too, so it didn't
hurt us in this meet too much."
Behne and Jenkins tied for top honors
on the balance beam with an 8 3 and the
Colonels swept the top three places in
floor exercise with Wilkerson finishing
first having an8 55, Holly Foster in the
runner-up position with an 8.35. and
Behne third with an 8.30.
Foster, the Colonels' floor exercise
and vaulting specialist, also runs for
the women's track team and returned
to Kastern from a track meet at Purdue
just as the first event was beginning
Saturday morning
But she soon forgot about running
and, concentrating on her events,
scored a 7 9 in vaulting and an 8 35 in
floor exercise
remarkably with no
warm-up time, according to Chrietzberg

VISA and
AMECICARD ACCEPTED

majmrn.

CLDAR POINT. INC., SANDUSKY, OHIO. 44870 (419)626-0830
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Colonels should
really be 18-1

Eulogy

By CHRIS II NHIHH Y
Staff Writer

Jiff •-Illy
Dearly beloved, we are gathered
licre today on this solemn occasion
to pay our last respects to the
departed Buddy Cox.
Mr. Cox left this world for a
hotter one last Tuesday. Jan. 29.
Being a man of many talents, he
will most assuredly find happiness
in his second life somewhere in the
great beyond.
But shed no tears for the dear
departed Mr. Cox. For Buddy
suffered a disease common to
many
starry-eyed
freshmen
playing their first years of college

ball.
This disease manifests itself in
the temporal region of the brain
and produces an extremely swollen
cranium,
as
well
as
the
aforementioned starry eyes. It is
known to affect talented athletes
during their senior years in high
school and is apparently contracted from college recruiters
who are merely carriers of the
affliction.
The only known cure for this
serious, but usually not fatal,
disease is a few swift kicks in the
rear by a head basketball coach, or
a thorough drubbing on the court
by a reliable physician i such as Dr
.1 or Dr. Dunk).
Sadly enough, the disease can be
all but repressed by the athlete
himself; however, it is a rarity,
indeed, to find a freshman as
highly-touted as Mr Cox who can
accept his position on the team
without question.
You may ask. dearly beloved,
whether or not Mr Cox*s illness
was aggravated by the coldheartedness of the
Colonel
<'oaching staff. And well you may,
lor it is often that a condition of this
type is due solely to the attitude of
the head coach.
Can we. however, challenge the
opinion of Ed Byhre. a coach who
in three years took a shattered
program and turned it into a

CASH

PAID FOR GOLD
10K - 14K - 18K
s
s

conference champion?
True, one of the reasons for the
Colonels' downfall this year so far
has been the lack of consistent play
at the strong forward position. A
little confidence instilled into Cox
by the coaches might have been
just what the doctor ordered to
achieve that needed consistency.
And it is also true that Cox, who
was quickly becoming a crowd
favorite,
could
have
been
responsible for bringing large
crowds into Alumni Coliseum on a
regular basis instead of the usual
three or four games a year.
Still, we can't hold Byhre
responsible for Cox's decision. In
all honesty. Byhre helped out Cox
as much as he could throughout the
majority of the season. It was only
the game against Maine, which
followed a fine performance
against Western Kentucky, that
Cox had a legitimate complaint
about lack of playing time.
Cox wanted to join a club where
his talents could be more highly
publicized about anywhere but the
Ohio Valley Conference would have
fulfilled this wish. But he wanted to
attend a larger school, one on which
the competition would have been
tougher.
Again, are we to assume that
Byhre was so ignorant that he did
not recognize a major college
prospect right under his nose-'
Dearly beloved. I think not
So as we pay our final tribute to
Buddy Cox. I am inspired to recall
my last conversation with him
"Buddy." I said, "when you
become famous and make the
cover of Spot ts Illustrated, be sure
to remind the folks up there that
there is a struggling young writer
down here at obscure little Eastern
Kentucky University just dying to
make the big time."
He thought I wasn't kidding,
especially the part about him
making the cover of SI

JIM'S
PAWN
SHOP

20 - 65

Also buying
Sterling Silver and

Silver Coins.

On Anything Of Value
•Buy

call 624-2329
after 5/
anytime weekends

Intramural league standings announced
Partial standings in the University
intramural leagues through games of
Monday. Feb. 4 were as follows i league
leaders only listed):
League A
Pit Crew 3-0
Suds 3-0

League D
Apathy 2 0
Grog 2-1

League B
7-11 "B" 3-0
T V Much 2-0

League E
Sugar Hill
Slelson Crew
Kernels

League C
Probation 3-0
ALE 2-1
BSU 2-1

-Sell

•Pawn
South 3rd Bus Station

cNTAM / SUNSHINE / ENTA^f

Molly
Hatchet
SPECIAL GUEST

^THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21,8 PM|
RESERVED

OH SALE: IN LEXINGTON—LEXINGTON CENTER. DISC
JOCKEY
BOTH LEXINGTON McCALPIN S
IN LOUIS
VILLE-BEETHOVENS HOUSE Of MUSIC. LeATH6HM£A0.
BOTH SUBWAYS PHOENIX RECORDS AND All VINE
RECORDS
MAIL ORDERS
SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE PLUS 50" FOR HANDLING TO M HATCHET CO
LEXINGTON TICKET OFFICE. 430 W VP4E LEXWGTON KY
40507 CERTIFIED CHECKS OH MONEY ORDERS ONIY CALL
?U 3SS5 FOR INFORMATION

LEXINGTON CENTERS
RUPP THEATER

League I.
BTP
PBS
Dl>
League M
Gabes

League I
SAF
KA
SP

Paying Top Dollar!
For Class Rings &
Wedding Bands
Silver Coins Before 1965

623-9510

U.S. 25 (across from Old Bluegrass Restaurant)

Howe's Upholstering

League W

seres representative position available
lor Spring Semester. Job involves
promoting high quality sun trips on
campus tor commission and free travel.
Cell or write lor en application Summit
Travel. Inc . Parkade Plan. Suite 11.
Oatumbia. Missouri W201 I (001 325
04M

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona offers
more than 40 courses: anthro
pology, art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political sciguage and literature and in
tensive Spanish. Six-week session June 30 August 8.
1980 Fully accredited grad
uate and undergraduate pro
gram Tuition $295 Room
and board in Mexican home,
$315

EEO/AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L Nugent 209
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721

(602) 626-4729

Super Conference I
7-11
Super Conference II
Long Dongs
1 nhealables

- ZULU DAWNUKEHOTNMC
GOD HELP US IF EVER

PETER O'TOOLE I
>

STEVE
MARTIN.
"ThejERK
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
r S^uD'OS NC
*9»9 wN V£«S*l
., RIGHTS HESERvEO

>:3Q- «:2V frl. 4 Sat. ll:M

MIDNIGHT MOVIES

NOW SHOWING AT 7:00 & 9:00

Tutuce CwfiHta

The Last House
FRIDAY * SATURDAY

BEACH LOVERS' Pert lime Modem

1 .eague x
Bawdies
Windjammers

He was a poor black
sharecropper's son who
never dreamed
he was
adopted.

BURT LANCASTER
CRUISESHIPS'
SAILING
EXPEDITIONS1 SAILING CAMPS No
experience Good pay Summer.
Career. NATIONWIDE* WORLDWIDE <
Send MM lor APPLICATION INFO
REFERRALS 10 CRUISEWORLD 03
Bos (0129 Sacramento, CA SSMO

League WS
Orange Crush
Plasma
Bxpectations

League O

Buckeyes
Hams

league V
HSI
I >ashers
HI her Word

League I)
Kill: 20
Crushed Ice

League N
Wasted Time

I .eague J
Dl<
<>PP
BTP

Rrcofdtmilh wants good uHd rock
IPs Cnh or irede (23 S06S
For professional typing of term papers.
thriiis. manuscripts resumes ale CM
Jttl Secretarial Services (23 3227

Kla Tin
Hod Devils
Goal Kopero
League P
llixipsters
Deuces Wild

League K
SAF
KA
PKA

Classified Ads
It's Easy
Call 622-1629

ence, sociology, Spanish Ian

.

League II
Golden Bears 2-0
Candy 2-0

League f
Adidas Flyers
Born I risers

BLACKF*OT
ncurn: Mao. 'so MI. SEATS

League (■
Animals "A" 2-0
16th Commonwealth 2-0

Exchange

MONEY
TO LOAN

for Class Rings

In intramural basketball action this week, Tim Parritt of PIT (5) tries to block
a shot by I ..irr> I-ong (25) of DYFAO. (photo by Steve Brown)

Take heart, all you faithful, diehard
Colonel fans, all is not lost You may
just think that Eastern has a lowly 10-9
won-lost record-well, chocolate thunder
breath, you're wrong. If we take a little
trip down memory lane we soon find out
that in all unactuality the Colonels are
18-1
Kastern sports a 7-0 home record but
has a 3-9 road slate. Granted the one
loss a 20-point loss to Dayton, the other
eight games should have been victories
- and here's why. .
December 1. 1979
A one-point
overtime loss to Butler at Indianapolis.
93-92. The Colonels led by six points
with under two minutes to go. but
couldn't hold the lead Five missed oneand-ones didn't help
December 20. 1979 - Charleston, an
NAIA school, dumps Eastern 68-67 in
three overtimes on a 30-foot shot at the
buzzer Once again the Colonels blow a
lead in the waning moments.
January 12.1980 Murray State hit 30
of 33 free throws to edge the Colonels,
82-78. Eastern has seven more field
goals than the Kacers but 24 fouls kill
any chance of a comeback.
January 21. 1980 - Tillman can only
muster
21
points as
Southern
Mississippi avenges an 18-point loss one
month earlier with a 86-77 victory
Eastern led 36-30 at the half, but gagged
in the final few moments scoring only 10
points in the last five minutes
January 24.1980 - Morehead hits 25 of
36 free throws thanks to 29 Eastern
fouls as the Eagles win 85-74 The
Colonels were down 69-65 and had the

kill with 4:46 left but turnovers and 1
tor Id shooting by Buddy Cox i he
missed five layupsi blew any Colonel
hopes
January 31, 1980 -,- Eastern shot only
36 percent for the game (24-651 from the
field and James Tillman made seven
turnovers and had only four points as
the Colonels lost to Middle. 79-64
Eastern cut a 31-21 halftime lead to 3128 but missed shots do not a winner
make
February 2. 1980
35 fouls" The
Colonels committed 35 fouls to only 17
for Western and the llilltoppers hit on
28-46 free throws to win by 12 at Bowling
(ireen 74-62 Western led by only two.
51 49 with nine minutes left but bad
calls and fouls were Eastern's demise
February 4. 1980 - Fouls again kill
(he Coloneis ■ 311 as a 66-66 tie with four
minutes to go was lost and Eastern
dropped a 80-78 heartbreaker to Pitts
burgh. Pitt hit on 24 of 38 charity tosses
and lorward Sam Ellis had 10 points
down the stretch against freshman
Terry Bradley who could just not
handle him after Dale Jenkins had
fouled out
Statistics do tell the story
the
average loss on the road for Eastern
has only been 7 64 points, but away
from the Alumni Coliseum hardwood
James Tillman has ONLY averaged
27 1 points a game, quite a drop from
his 32 3 mark in the friendly confines of
the Coliseum Al home. Eastern has an
average victory margin of 15 points a
game, not too bad
There you have It, Fastern should be
18-1 and a national contender You still
don't iielieve me sigh, well it was only
il dream, il was onh a dream

WEST

Admission $3.00

MAIN

STREET

DIAL

623 8884

SERVICE DIRECTORY
People
That
Can
Help
Goodyear Service Store
We help you go with confidence.
Mechanics certified by the National
Institute for Automotive Service
Excellence
515 Eastern ByPass 623 3670

Paul's Berber Shop
Speciali/ing All Style..
Perms. Shags. Styling
3 Barbers to service
6am 630p m
S First St, 623 9766

CAMPUS CLEANERS located lower level of Powell Building provides
professional laundry services

Campus Cleaners

Barger's Exxon

Jack's 1 Hour Cleaner'

Student prices Quality laundry and
cleaning. Located in the Powell
building.

Quick Service, Tire Sales. Dependable
Towing Service. "We'll come out and
•tart your car "
EKUBy Pass Ph 623 9711
Richmond, Ky.

Suede Leether Service
Drapery Cleaning
Alterations Storage
Mon Sat 7 30am 530pm
205 Water. Richmond. 623 6244

Watson's T.V. Service
Service on moat make* and models.
"We cell Zenith and Quasar
312 W. Irvine St Ph 623 3272
Richmond, Ky.

<l

Pro Muffler t Tire Center
Quick repairs, competitive prices
Goodyear Tires
"We accept Master Charge and Vise
Open 8 5 Ph 624 2100
E. Main b Hallie Irvine Richmond

Tony James V.V". Servics
Complete VW Repairs
lowest Price
18 Vears Experience
Main and Collins
623 7627
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Arts

'Saints'
to march
in 1980

Artistically Speaking

nsjr tiyt ieb ksbhyshhr

The Comdia dell 'arte comeuy "A
Company of Wayward Saints" is to be
the theatre department's first offering
of 1980
Written by George Herman and
directed by Dr. Jay Fields, this play
combines rowdy slap-stick comedy
with a heaping dose of human understanding, and these go together to
make an evening of wonderfully fun
theatre.
"A Company of Wayward Saints" is a
comedy about humanity. La Com
pagnie de Santi Ostinati, as they call
themselves, are a 20th century troupe
of actors who perform in the 16th
century comedia dell 'arte style of
improvisational acting.
"A Company of Wayward Saints"
will be presented in Gifford Theatre
from Feb. 13 through Feb. 16, with show
time at 7:30 p.m. each evening. For
tickets or other information call 6223460

Markita th«lbvra«
nsjr liyi ieb ksbhyshr.
No. 1 did not make a mistake
typing this story (at least in the
sentence above).
Neither did (he editors miss an
obvious mistake.
The typesetters did not goof.
The proofreaders did not look
over four misspelled words.
It iscrcalivil) run rampant.
I have sci OU1 to create a new
language. Yes, folks, it is "make
vour own language time."
h gets tiring reading the same
words over and over for o\er 16
years.
learning a newsjanguage complete with pronunciation, spelling
and gramnui rules would be a
challenge 10 lest (he best of language
specialists.
Of course, this could open up
absolutely new avenues in music, art

and literature.
The latest song, entitled "kibr sbf
gutr" naturally, will not only be for
the enjoyment of the audience but
also for use in translation exercises.
Making your own language could
also affect the world of art in untold
ways. The newest style of painting
would be entitled "otunuyubr."
Just the other night my roommate
began work on her own language.
IX-bbie prefers to use some
elements of the old language.
Her first words in the new
language were, "leg stomping," two
well-worn
words of
the old
language, English, in a different
combination.
My friends, sometimes a rather
motley lot, discovered the "make
vour own language" cra/e long ago.
Thev have been making up their
own words and their own definitions

for present words since the first time
I met them.
One of my friends is especially
adept at making up her own
meanings.
"Cutcncss"
now
means the
person for which you feel a great
attraction.
This type of "making your own
language" would not be as difficult
as you might imagine considering
the fact that many words in our
language mean different things.
So, take your culeness by the
hand and start leg-stomping or
"hiifbyr sd / dst ub ny bre
ksbyyfsh.'*

Ensemble
to hold
concert

|Editor's note: This column is
submitted with solemn apologies to
all Knglish professors.]

Hambrick shows instruments9
versatility in faculty recital
R> DEBBIE WILLIAMS
Starr Writer
.loe Hamhnck. 1'niversity trombone
instructor presented a trombone and
euphonium recital Wednesday night in
Hrock Auditorium
Accompanied by Rebecca Shockley,.
instructor of
piano.
Hambrick
demonstrated the versatility of the

trombone and euphonium as solo
musical instrument Through both, he
displayed various styles of music which
might not ordinarily be associated with
either the trombone or the euphonium
11.1 in brick s music ranged from
subdued to circus-like, with excellent
articulation and control His true appreciation of both the trombone and the
euphonium was certainly expressed

within this presentation
Kecital selections included the
classical "Sonata in K Major." hy
Benedetto Marcello. "Concertino." by
Krik Larson. Kule Beasley's "Concerto
lor Kuphonium and Orchestra," and
"Ballad*." by EuRene Ho//,i
Hambrick'a recital was sponsored by
the 1'niversity department of music as
.i part nl the Faculty Kecital Series

Joe Hamhnck. University music professor, presented a concert on the trombone in Hrock Auditorium Wednesday. Jan 30 His musical specialty is the
Irombonc iphoto by Steve Brown)

Join Andy With
A Pizza That's

CJTCLV

On

tfrnart

J\\a.ntL
H.cnjrd McDonald (Owner)
Cricket' Portwoort
Snena Nol*nd
Valerie Ke-hy
Mary Anderson

OPEN 8 TIL ?

130 EAST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND. KENTUCKY 40475
(606) 623-2300
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN

___„

The 19-piece University Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Joe
Hambrick, will present a free concert
on Tuesday. Feb. 12 in Hiram Brock
Auditorium at 8:30 p.m. All lovers of
big-band jazz are cordially invited.
As usual, the program will include a
wide variety of styles and tempos: from
Henry Mancini's "Dreamsville and
"Charade," to the powerful up-tempo
piece called "A Little Trane" recently
recorded by the Buddy Rich band.
The concert will be helu just one week
prior to the Jazz Ensemble's trip to
Memphis, where it will compete in the
Memphis State Jazz Festival.

PARKING IN REAR.

VARIETY
NIGHT

restaurant

Every Wednesday) 4 til 7

$197

Choose an Entir
VEAL CUTLET. CHUCKWAGON.
Free Refills On Drinks
LIVER & ONIONS.
With This Dinner
TURKEY BREAST
Serving
Daily
Till 7:00 - Sundav Till 5:00
Includes Small Drink & Jello

Richmond Plaza Shopping Center

>ut Of This World.
623-5400
FREE DELIVERY
To Campus After 4:00 On
Any Order Over $2°°
Sun.-Thurs. 4:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Fri.-Sat 4:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
350 Eastern By-Pass

s

Be Unique. . .
Send A Specia
Message

Good
Friday
Only

Up to 70 per
onth

Students. Faculty

Earn some
easy money
this Spring

Please present your Student or Faculty I D Card

GOOD FRIDAY

SPECIALS
MIDI • LIOIII

In The
Valentine Issue
Of
The Eastern Progress
It's An Inexpensive Way To Say You
Care. Messages Must Be Received
Before Tuesday Feb. 12 Iff Mailed.

$000

\J Per Message

PANTS,
SPORT
r\r\ A
SWEATERS COATS 89 ET
SKIRTS,
"
PLAIN

DRESSES

OP MEM'S ft LADIES

2PIECESUITS

EA.

SHIRTS
LAUNDERED AND
PRESSED TO
PERFECTION
ON HANGERS

OR FOLDED

(20 Word Limit)

Send Message And Check To:

The Eastern Progress
4th Floor Jones Building
Eastern Kentucky University
Or Drop By
The Office Before 4:00p.m. Feb. 12

.fl|£ One HOUR
DRY CLeaneRs
Shoppers Village
Shopping Center
or
Main Street Location

Join The Richmond
BIO-BUNCH At
Bio Resources, you can earn
up to s70 per month as a
regular Plasma Donor. Help
others while making money
to do your thing.
CALL US FOR INFORMATION
Mon., Wed., & Fri. 8:00 - 3:30
Tues. & Thurs. 9:30 - 5:00

Bio

For Info & Appt.
Call 623-0641
292 S. Second St.
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University series
features five films
By M M(KI I \ Sill | Kl KM:
Arts Kdllor

Ttw University Film Series will offer
seven more night! of cinema fun this
week in the Kerrell Room of the Combs
Building
Thursday and Friday nights, Feb. 7
and B at 8 and 9 30 p.m. the Series will
feature "American Hot Wax."
The film is a 1978 Paramount release
involving the American recording
industry
"Oliver's Story" will be showing in
the Ferrell Room Saturday and Sunday. Feb 9 and 10at 8and 10p.m.
The movie will tell the continuing
story of Oliver who loved and lost his
love in the everpopular "Love Story."
It is also the midnight movie for

Heavenly film
reflects pre-WWI

Friday. Feb. 8.
"Days of Heaven" is the featured
movie Monday and Tuesday nights,
Feb 13 and 14, at 7 and 9 p.m.
II tells the story of woman who loved
two men at one time. A review appears
elsewhere in the Arts pages today.
It will also be showing at midnight
Saturday, Feb 9.

By BRUCE F.NGLE
Guest Writer
When it was released in the fall of
1978. Terence Malick's film "Days of
Heaven" received almost unanimous
acclaim from critics and audiences
alike.
However, like his single previous
cinematic
effort,
the
brilliant
"Badlands." the film gained slight
distribution, being restricted primarily
to larger cities and art theatres.
It will be showing however, in the
Ferrell Room Monday and Tuesday.
Feb 11 and 12
"Days of Heaven" is a lyrical and
moving parable which, in telling a
simple love story, reveals multitudes of
observation of America and its psyche
in the years just preceding the first
World War
Resembling Swedish director Jan
Troell's wonderful
portraits of
American settlement, the film is a
personal, yet all-encompassing, view of
a lost simple time
Indeed. Malick is the most European
of our new directors. For "Days of
Heaven" he enlisted the talents of
Europeans for cinematography and
music.
"Days of Heaven" straightforwardly
presents the story of a young man
i Richard Gere) who. along with his
little sister I Linda Manz) and his lover
i Brooke Adams l, flees from his squalid
job in a Chicago steel mill to join a
group of migrant workers on a wheat
farm in the Texas Panhandle
Desperately
trying
to
make
something of their lives, the boy goads
his girlfriend on to accept the romantic
advances of the owner of the farm
< played by play-wright Sam Shepardl.
The tragedy which ensues is made all
the more poignant in that no one is truly
to blame By simply seeking some
manner of happiness and solidity in
their lives, the characters create their
doom

Wednesday and Thursday nights,
Feb. 13 and 14 at 7 and 9 p.m. "Going
South" will be showing.
The western . style show is a
Paramount production.
Charles Bronson stars in "Deathwish" which will be snowing Friday,
Feb 15 at 7 and 8 p.m.
It is a film of Bronson's usual power
and thrilling suspense.

Miss M'
depicts Joplin's life
B> J.ll. HHiiiihslMK I
Staff Writer
Hette Midler chose carefully when
she made her film debut The "Divine
Miss M" currently stars in "The Rose."
a film which loosely depicts the
meteoric career of Janis Joplin.
Rose is Janis in spirit if not in actual
lact Booze, drugs, outrageous clothes,
and a concert introduction consisting of
tour words, "Hey you mother
'" are all apt representations of one
of American pop culture's true rogues
Foremost, (with the exception of a
lew hardcore Joplin cultistsi main
attraction of 'The Rose'" is the music
Midler figuratively carries the
production in her throat Her renditions
of "Fire Down Below" and "When a
Man Needs a Woman" are superb. She
captures the cssense of Joplin's gravel
lone, rasping voice and still manages
in slip in some voice training as well
Rose is portrayed as a pathetic.

neurotic who couldn't keep a man and
couldn't get stardom off her back. She
is over-worked, over-dosed, and (unfortunately l over-acted.
The mimicry of Jopiins' whiney
voice, and capricious antics are highly
reminiscent of the lady but abused too
often in place of substantial dialogue.
The film is not without its humorous
moments as well. Rose commandeers a
limosine and takes the driver on a wild
romp through gay bars, truck stop
diners and finally a bed in a posh uptown hotel ithough no explicit scenes
are shown) The limo and it's driver
stay with her throughout the picture
The ending is a cheapshot attempt at
sympathy. It is in keeping with the
film's style as a whole.
If you enjoy good music and don't
mind a few jarring cinematic errors,
see "The Rose."
If you insist on your money's worth as
well as a few good tunes stay home and
buy the soundtrack.

Precious Words of Love
Hallmark Valentines express your
love...perfectly Hallmark When you care
enough to send the very best
1900 MalliwM Cards Inc

The western-set "Coin" South" will be showing in the Ferrell Room of the
Combs Building on Wednesday and Thursday nights, Feb. 13 and 14 at 7 and 9
p.m.

Giles Gallery features
faculty exhibit
An exhibit by two members of the art
faculty. Charles Helmuth and Ron
Isaacs, is being featured at the Giles
Gallery at the University.

The exhibit, which began Feb 4,
includes Helmuth's recent series of
paintings of large faces from pictures

done during fauvist and postimpressionist eras.
Isaac's display consists of painted
plywood construction, a cross between
painting and sculpture.
The show closes Feb. 18. Gallery
hours are 9:15 - 4:30. weekdays and
admission is free

The time has come,
at a touch off a button
your banking is as easy as
one, two, three.

The days ol heaven prove all too short
for this fated triangle lx>ve, deceit,
innocence and the loss of such are
played out in this panorama alongside
grander events of greed and hatred, as
well as almost Biblical visitations of
fire and locusts
From the cramped slums of Chicago,
we are released to the magnificent
expanse of the Plains The camera
becomes an appreciative eye, quick to
capture startling vistas and haunting
images Malick spent over a year
editing Almendros' work, gorgeously
molding all the grandeur, color, and
beauty of this land and its seasons
Reinforcing these memorable images
is the music of Ennio Morricone.
always evocative in its nostalgic
wanderings between joy and melancholy la soundtrack album
is
available)
The acting, all of which is good,
appears seemingly improvisitory The
actors are nicely submerged in their
roles and become part of the overall
naturalistic picture
The sparsity of dialogue helps to
reinforce the apparent confusion of the
characters and their inability to
communicate with each other
The film is unified by recurring
images, such as horses running free
and a melody by Saint-Saens The film
is framed by the young girl's narration
Linda Manz' impassive, haunting
dialogue is delivered in the same
deadpan style as Malick's unsentimental and detached treatment of
his subjects and material
As in
"Badlands." Malick refuses to become
a part of or to judge his characters.
We become mere witnesses to their
joys, faults and pains
The film leaves us. not feeling pity or
sorrow for the characters, but iden
tifying with them They are like a page
out of our own family album: the birth
of our modern world brought about the
death of theirs.

Our morning glory
It B our own delicious Lift* McMuffin
We beifln with our rich golden
cheese .idd a Iresh U S (irade A Large
egy .Hid linish with .i slue ol lean
Canadian bacon
I hen all this goodness comes lo
vou inside a toasted buttered English

Ott Tilt Magic Toeert

muffin
It s ,i great way to start your da\
McDonalds Egg McMuffin

From Your Bank

State Bank £ Trust
Tilt h Card

,. j^
M ^

'

CuuU-

The GIFT Box
Stale Bank

UNIVERSITY SHOPPING

CENTER

FREE Game Coupons For Yesterdays

With Any Purchase

Main St.

M Tratt C*«»a«1
Mtnbtr F.P.I.C.
Big Hill Ave.
Eastern By-Pass

SUB CENTER

There's a lot
-, „i,^,
more of these^-elp Wanted
amiinH
aiOUlKI

than you
might think.

SERVING OUTRAGEOUS SANDWICHES
W. THIRD
AND
MAIN ST

B*plo»or asking

cell eg* student for
1
,ln8 3WWer

J£ "*

*

Insider will help you find the summer job
And you don't have to just rely on your local
newspaper to find them. Because this spring. you need. And to find Insider, all you have to
do is pick up a copy of your college paper
Ford's Insider magazine will feature an
entire issue on how and where to find summer and look inside It's free from Ford
employment
look for Summer fob
There will be information on government
issue of taalda
jobs, including tips on taking the Civil Service
Fords continuing
exam Articles on overseas jobs, too Intern
series of coiege
and co-op programs in private business Jobs
newspaper supplements.
workin on the railroad and other outdoor
money-makers Jobs at resorts Even jobs at
Disneyland And for the individualist, job
FORD DIVISION
</ord
profiles of a clam digger and a magician.

FREE DELIVERY 624-2435

REGULAR
SANDWICHES
Served on White, Ry«
or Whole Wheat Bread.
Lettuce, Tomato, Mayo
Mustard or Onion on
Request. 100 extra

ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
HAM..;
HAM & CHEESE
SALAMI (Genoa)
SALAMI & CHEESE
LIVERWORST.
TUNA SALAD
CHEESE...

j.29
J.29
.1.29
J.39
.1.29
.1.39
.1.19
129
1.19

SIDE ORDERS
COKE. SPRITE. TAB
"
LEMONADE OR ICE TEA
•'■
COFFEE
«
ASSORTED CHIPS.... .......... .?'->
HOT PEPPERS ...............>.-OS
KOSIIEL PICKLE SLICE
-1*
n i

......................... t>'^

TOSSED SALAD,

*S

EAT IN
TAKE OUT
FREE DEUVLRY

SUBMARINE SANDWICHES
Includes Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, Cheese
Seansonlng and our own Top Secret Dressing.

MIXEa
HAM
SALAMI
ROAST BEEF.
TURKEY.
LIVERWORST.
TUNA
CHEESE

;..-r.J.55
1.55
1.55.
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.55
1.55

2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
.2.25

WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S
Portions of Roast Beef, Mam,
Turkey, Salami and Swiss Che#se
on a bed of Lettuce and Tomato
Slices and your choice ol
dressing.
12.03

HOURS

MON.-SAT. 10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE
SUNDAY 4p.m. to 12 MIDNITE

DELIVERY
" *

utLlv t

MINIMUM $1.75
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Lt. Gov. presents proclamation
(Cant, from paa* ona)
presented
(he
proclamation
to
I'niversity representatives Jan 28 at
the capital
Salerno, with Jean Elliott, director of
the women's residence hall programs.
;ind Peggy Athey. chairperson of the
Women's Awareness Week Committee,
nccepled the proclamation
Salerno said that the "positive
leedback" from the administration
made the University'! awareness week
organizers happy that "more thorough
and more involved" activities were
planned for this year than last year
Activities scheduled for today include
a series of workshops and lectures
beginning at 10 30 am. in the Powell

Building conference rooms:
"Women in State Government and
Industry." Barb Smith. Frankfort.
Room B. 10 30 am. (repeat session at
11:45 am.. Room A)
"How to Find a Job. Starting Your
Own
Job
Campaign."
Career
Development and Placement. Room A.
II 45 a m
"Building Self Esteem." Dreama
Howard. U.K., Room A, 1 p.m.
"Women
From a Minority to a
Majority." Sharon Child*. U.K., Room
C. I p.m.
"Current Issues in Women's Health,"
l)r Wendy Gikhrist. Health Services.
Room B. 2:15 p.m.
"ERA Today." Martha Grise. Room
A. 2:15 p m

Additionally the film "Free to be You
and Me" with Mario Thomas will be
shown tonight in Sullivan Hall and
tomorrow night in Clay Hall, while "I
am Woman" with Helen Reddy will be
shown tonight in Miller Beckham
McCreary and tomorrow in McGregor.
All activities are free and open to
interested persons
Activities earlier this week included a
resource fair with" agency displays,
career
information
and
talent
presentations: a poetry reading by
George Ella Lyons, a Kentucky native,
who discussed her work; a panel
discussion of women in leadership and
professional positions, and a talent
showcase featuring a variety of
University women's talents

Downtown merchants
to donate funds for contest

B» FRAN COWHERD
Staff Writer
Recession, inflation, shortages,
shutdowns and unemployment are
words that are all too familiar lately. It
seems probable that the good old days
are indeed Rone forever
But Gary Dalton. Dave Billings and
Billy and Kenny l,uxom are all
examples that people still care enough
to give
Six establishments downtown have
been asked to donate $37 50 apiece - the
price to purchase a $50 savings bond.
These savings bonds will be awarded to
winners of the poster contest in the
Krade. junior high and high schools
here in Madison County.
The topic1 Alcohol awareness Judy
Davenport has been busy churning up
support for Alcohol Awareness Week in
March by asking these businesses to
contribute She is working in coordination with Norman Parsons, who is
associated with Comprehensive Care
and in charge of Alcohol Awareness
Week
Davenport is trying to coordinate the
University program with the Madison
County program
The money will also be used toward a
scholarship for a high school junior to
attend the Kentucky School of Alcohol
Education for a week's classes at
Centre College
All of these activities are dependent
on downtown sponsors Ballon, one of
the owner's of Lee's Little Inn. is one to

contribute.
"1 don't want to establish a steady
alcoholism business." Dalton said.
"We're a little more laid back here.
People come in here to talk and I want
to-keep it that way."
Dalton is concerned about alcohol
awareness not only as a businessman
but as a family man as well. He wants
downtown Richmond to remain a safe
urea and he mentioned the best way to
insure this is through education
Billings of T Bombadil's is another
who made the donation
"If people are aware of the problems
of alcohol 'excessivity.' maybe they'll
keep things under coptrol," he said
Billings estimates that 75 percent of
his business is from college students.
He says his customers come to meet
people and enjoy themselves He says
there is no steady crowd who tend to
overdo' it and very seldom has this
type of problem

Billy Luxom. co-owner of J Suiter's
Mill, contributes only to funds he feels
are worthwhile And alcohol awareness
is one of them.

"The line has to be drawn." he says.
"There is a problem when you abuse
anything. This is a local cause we're
interested in trying to support We're
against alcohol abuse but for alcohol
awareness "
One special feature of Sutler's is the
"nonalcoholic cocktail." Although
many are unaware of this service, it is
possible to "drink" without "drinking "
It's as simple as asking the bartender to
omit the alcohol
other contributors are the Bear n the
Bull and O'Riley's
Judging from the concern expressed
by these businessmen, downtown may
not be worthy of the image that is often
associated with it.
Some people still seem to care

Proposal approved
(Com. from p*«* orwl
option
The Faculty Senate voted to
recommit the proposal to see it in more
detail It will he a mattefof special
• crier al the March 3 meeting
President Powell reported to the
Faculty Senate that he would be
meeting with the presidents of public
institutions of higher education in
Frankfort today regarding retirement

contributions
He also informed senate members
that increases in faculty salaries are
contingent on three things: the ap
proprialion level from the General
Assembly, student registration fees
from the summer term and the Board
of Regent's decision "
The last business of the meeting
<wicerned the resolution of support of
the proposed Equity in Retirement bill
which the Faculty Senate passed

Proclamation
Lt Gov. Martha Layne Collins, right, reads a proclamation
designating Feb. 3-8 as Women's Awareness Week in Kenlucky The week was proclaimed by Gov John Y. Brown, Jr.
after a request from the staff of Women's Residence Hall
programs and the Women's Interdorm Board With the

lieutenant governor are, from left, Jean Elliott, director of
Women's Residence Hall Programs. Pegg Athey, chairperson of the Women's Awareness Week Committee; and
Mary Ann Salerno. Women's Interdorm Board president

Dorm room locks changed
following thefts
(Com from pag* on*)
Following the more recent thefts, the
locks were changed on the floor where
most of the thefts occurred, the
situation was discussed at floor
meetings to make dorm residents
aware of the thefts and missing key. In
addition, students were warned to
watch each others' rooms and report
people who have no reason to be on the

floors
"We've had more reports of thefts
now that everyone's aware of the
situation." stated Summers.

"That someone has a master key
would imply the answer to all our
problems." explained Goolsby
"It
isn't "

"In my personal opinion. I don't think
most of the thefts in the dorm related to
the missing key. just because of the
pattern of things that have gone on."
she explained.

The key has not been recovered and
they do not have any leads at this time,
according to Summers. Goolsby said
that security is still working on the
situation.

UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES
Presented in the Ferrell Room, Combs Building.
Seven Nights Per Week

Admission *1

"EXTRAORDINARY!
A FILM «*>.J»o"M»Crv
TO BE PRIZED."

For Additional Information
Call 622-3855

One mon hog nothing One man hod everything

1959. New York City.
The battleground was Rock and Roll.
It was the beginning of an era.
You shoulda been there.

For a while she loved them both

Thurs. & Fri.

Mon. & Tues.

Feb. 7 & 8

Feb.11 & 12
7:00 & 9:00

8:00 & 9:30

EKU Centerboard Presents
<«

An Evening With Rodgers
and Hammerstein"

JA^ NICHOLSON
in

It luki-s someone wry special to help you forget
aumeone very special.

>-

Tuesday, Feb. 26 8:00

Wed. & Thurs.
Feb. 13 & 14

No Admission

A

7:00 & 9:00

AUDITIONS
/?Valentines' Dance
^Wednesday, Feb.13, 9-12p.m,
Keen Johnson Ballroom
No Admission

FOR TALENT SHOW

Sat. & Sun.

Wednesday 5-7

Feb. 9 & 10

Kennamer Room,
Powell Building
To Schedule Audition

Call 1007

8 & 10:00

Friday
Feb.15
8:00 & 10:00

MIDNIGHT MOVIES

i

A TIMEBOMB OF

A MOVIE:
•Vt>"»# «c I •-.
S'OOP *"•' Oca

CHARLES
BRONSON
• I BKHAII VIMIU '-■
"DEATH WISH"

ALL TALENT WELCOME

Sponsored By Interdorm
& Student Activities.

A BLUNT.
EXPERT
THRILLER!"

m

Friday
Feb. 8

Saturday
Feb. 9

